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Chapter One: Introduction
Hello, there! Welcome to the show, this is episode number…wait. Sorry. Habit.
This is The Ultimate Guide to Becoming a Podcaster, your favorite new book about
the exciting medium of, well, podcasting. Produced by New Media Expo (the
Artist Formerly Known as BlogWorld) and written by me, Daniel M. Clark, this
tome aims to take you from zero to podcast in…however many pages this thing
has. I’m writing it out of order, you see, and… well, never mind. Zero to podcast!
With facts! And tutorials! And humor!

Such as it is.

And lots and lots of pictures so I could pad my page count show you exactly how
to get things done! This book is for podcasters at the beginner level (with some
intermediate thrown in to keep things exciting).
Podcasting has come a long way from its roots in the internet of the late 90’s
and early 00’s. What began as basic spoken-audio file sharing has evolved into
syndicated radio-style productions that today rival both radio and television in
terms of quality, production values, and style. Companies are pumping money
into the medium at a tremendous rate. Major television networks and movie
studios are producing podcasts to go along with their shows and films. And
celebrities have embraced the format—especially comedians, who have taken to
podcasting in huge numbers. News outlets like CNN and NBC News and sports
networks like ESPN produce podcasts.
www.NMXlive.com | @NewMediaExpo | (858) 309-4747 | Copyright © New Media Expo 2012
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It’s a really exciting time to be a podcaster.
The best part? You can do it, too.
You don’t need a ton of money. You don’t need to go to school to learn how to
do it. You don’t need to have a voice like Oprah or Brian Williams. You probably
already have the basic tools necessary to get started, and if you don’t, I’ll show
you what you need and where to get it.

Who am I?

Daniel M. Clark

I’m Daniel, and I’ve been podcasting since December
22, 2008. I have created, produced and/or hosted
nine shows accounting for nearly 300 episodes.
I love podcasting! In 2010 I launched a podcast
network called QAQN (because I really wanted a
four-letter dot-com and it was available cheap1). I’ve
given presentations about podcasting, I’ve consulted
clients about it, written about it for the NMX blog,
and here I am now, tapped by NMX to write the
Ultimate Guide to getting started with it. Fantastic!

There’s so much awesomeness coming up that I don’t want to take up any
more of your time, so I have just a few more things to lay on you here in the
introduction. If you’d like to know more about me, my About the Author page at
the end of the book has some additional information.

A little more before we get started...
This book focuses almost exclusively on audio podcasting. I will occasionally
touch on video podcasting and screencasts, but really only in passing. Video adds
a whole new set of problems, challenges and rewards to podcasting, and it’s
beyond the scope of this book. Don’t worry though: everything you learn here
can be used to make video productions sound awesome. If you don’t have great
audio, it doesn’t matter how fantabulous your moving pictures are.
1. I also thought that the N might stand for Network and that eventually I’d figure out what the QAQ
might stand for. I haven’t. The best I’ve heard so far is “quackin’,” which…I guess I’ll take.
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Speaking of “beyond the scope of this book,” you will find that there is a strong
bias toward Wordpress going forward. This is not to say that you can’t be a very
successful podcaster using another platform! I will be touching on setting-up
other platforms, but with over 120 Content Management Systems to choose
from2, I cannot reasonably give non-Wordpress instruction on everything. The
book would end up six times longer and excessively convoluted. If you have a
question about another platform, please join the NMX community on Facebook
and you’ll get pointed in the right direction. There are a dozen ways—at least—
to become a podcaster. This book examines only a few, but you will be able to
start and publish your own shows by the time we’re done. From there, further
exploration and research can take you in many different directions!
Speaking of the book ending up “six times longer and excessively convoluted,”
please know that while I would absolutely love to include information about
every piece of software available for every task, it’s just not humanly possible. I
will talk, for example, about Skype at length because Skype is used by just about
everyone in a podcasting situation. I cannot, however spend a lot of pages talking
about every stat tracking service, every Wordpress plugin that might make your
life easier, or each of the dozens of FTP clients on each platform.
Speaking of platforms, a note about computers. I harbor no ill will toward
Microsoft Windows or PCs. I am, however, a Mac guy. My primary computer is a
Mac, my phone is an iPhone, even my router is an Apple Airport Extreme. You will
definitely see a Mac bias in this book. Please don’t take offense. Some of my best
friends use PCs.

2. Seriously—although some are more popular than others.
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I hear some of them even enjoy it!

Speaking of—wait, what, I can’t joke about that? Okay, look…the thing I want
you to remember most about the PC/Mac debate as it pertains to podcasting is
that it doesn’t matter one bit which one you use. Folks can argue pros and cons
for each platform until the aliens give Elvis back, but believe me… it doesn’t
matter. PC or Mac, your choice. Either works perfectly well.
(But Macs are better.)

Onward!
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Chapter Two: Why Podcast?
“That introduction was a little weird,” you’re thinking, “but this podcasting thing
is intriguing. Maybe the book could go on about what podcasting is and why I
should do it. Maybe there could even be some quotes from working podcasters
about why they do it. Things like that might help get me enthusiastic about
podcasting.”
Well, you asked, and we listened3. In this first part of the book, we’re going to
cover those questions and more. We’re going to lay out exactly what podcasting
is—and isn’t. We’re going to explain why podcasting is such a great medium and
why people are getting into it in larger numbers than ever. We’ve even got some
great quotes from a number of podcasters who answered a very simple question
posed to them: why do you podcast?
Strap in, this is where the good stuff starts.

Just What is Podcasting?
Before a book can give all the reasons why you should podcast and how to go
about doing it, some terms need to be defined—the word podcast first and
foremost. What’s a podcast? According to Wikipedia:
A podcast is a type of digital media consisting of an episodic series of audio, video,
PDF, or ePub files subscribed to and downloaded through web syndication or
streamed online to a computer or mobile device. The word is a neologism derived
from “broadcast” and “pod” from the success of the iPod, as podcasts are often
listened to on portable media players.
Sounds reasonable. A more common definition might be “syndicated episodic
audio distributed online.” Audio is stressed here because while video podcasts
do exist, they are not usually referred to as podcasts. Distribution of PDF or ePub
files may technically be a form of podcasting, but the term is so seldom used in
that context that one might question its inclusion in the Wikipedia definition.

3. The book’s author is a mind-reader, you see.
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The term was coined in 2004 and despite attempts to supplant it with words like
webcast or netcast, it has persisted. Grammatically, it’s quite a versatile word. A
podcast can refer to a series or it can refer to a specific episode of a series. One
might say, “I do a podcast about pop culture.” The response might be, “Yes, I
heard your podcast about that popular movie that opened last week.”
A particularly clumsy, though technically correct, statement might be, “I am a
podcaster and I podcast a podcast about podcasting.”
Variations of podcast exist as both nouns and verbs. For example, consider that a
certain podcaster produces a few podcasts. Let’s look at what he does when he
sits down to podcast and talk about what he is doing while podcasting. This is the
grand overview that the rest of the book will break down into further detail.
Podcasting can happen anywhere, but it requires three things. One, a podcaster.
Two, a device to capture his or her voice. Three, a device that can upload the
recording to a media host that will distribute the recording. Most commonly,
a podcaster will use a home computer with a microphone attached, but this
is not mandatory; many episodes have been recorded to iPhones and other
smartphones, portable digital recorders, or cameras with built-in audio. Focusing
on the home computer podcaster though, the process might be this:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Connect a USB headset or microphone.
Launch recording software on the PC or Mac.
Create a new file and press record.
Talk!
Press stop when the show is over.
Export or save the file as an MP3 and upload it to the media host for
distribution.

That, in essence, is the rock-bottom basic process of recording a podcast. Of
course, if that was really all there was to it, there would hardly be a need for the
book that you’re reading right now. While this process might serve, it will not
result in a show that will stand out in a crowd!
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Podcasts that stand out have high production values. They have intro music,
ending music, and oftentimes, advertisements. They have unique, well-executed
artwork. Quality podcasts are posted to websites or blogs and promoted in
myriad ways, including social media channels. They garner reviews and ratings
in podcast directories. Podcasters who want to grow their audience track their
downloads and website statistics and use that information to decide on topics
that their audience is interested in. Popular podcasts are hosted with a media
host, not a web host in a shared environment.
That is what podcasting is. Still interested? Are you unsure why anyone would
want to do it? Read on…

Why You Should Podcast
Now that you know what a podcast is, it’s time to talk about why you should do
it! Why sit behind a microphone and talk to an audience? Thousands of people
are doing it…why?
Every podcaster has a different answer for why they do it, but there are some
common threads that nearly everyone gets behind.
It’s Fun
Podcasting is incredibly fun! A good show can generate an audience of thousands
of people. A great show can garner a crowd of tens or even hundreds of
thousands of people. How can that not be fun? To be sure, it can be nervewracking. Podcasters that interview might get nervous when interviewing
someone they hold in high regard. When it’s over, though…oh, my.
You only need to listen to a few popular podcasters to see how much fun the gig
is. A recent episode of My Brother, My Brother, and Me had the three McElroy
brothers laughing so hard they could barely speak for half a minute. That is a
comedy podcast though, and fun is baked right in. What about a more serious
podcast? Lisa Picarille, co-host of the long-running Affiliate Thing podcast, had
this to say when asked that very question:
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“Podcasting is always fun for me. I get to talk about things I care about
and that interest me. And because I do a podcast with someone that I like
there is the back-and-forth banter. You can’t do that with writing. It’s a fun
way to express myself. I get to let loose, be myself and just have fun.”
In a survey conducted during the month of September, 2012, the question was
asked, “Is podcasting fun?”

Game, set and match, suckas.

All of the respondents said yes. Literally, 100% of the people who answered the
question said that podcasting is fun.
It’s Easy
Wait, what? It’s easy? Here you are reading an book with many thousands of
words and lots of pictures in it, and you’re being told podcasting is easy?!
Well, it’s not rocket science.

When you’ve worked with actual rocket scientists,
you come to understand how true that is.
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Podcasting can be incredibly complicated, it’s true. You could spend tens of
thousands of dollars on equipment, launch a dozen shows, bring in co-hosts and
guests from around the world, and spend hours in editing and tweaking. You
could do your dozen shows live on a service like Mixlr.com or stream live video
on a service like Ustream.tv. You could spend hours or days coming up with
perfect artwork, you could spend weeks obsessing over every little detail on
your show’s website.
Or you could record for half an hour then upload and post your show notes in
under five minutes once a week.
Podcasting is only as complicated as you want it to be.
It’s Inexpensive
Though it may not seem like it at first glance, basic podcasting is really quite
inexpensive. True, you could spend tens of thousands of dollars on a spiffy
home studio, but some really great shows have been produced with nothing
more than the computer the podcaster already owned and a $30 headset
from Walmart. Free recording software, free editing software, free file transfer
software…media hosting costs a little bit as does owning a website to promote
the show on.
Have a look at a sample list of costs involved with producing a basic podcast:
»» Home computer (PC or Mac): $0, presuming anyone interested in
podcasting already owns one for non-podcasting purposes.
»» USB headset microphone: Plantronics, Audio 655, $30 at Amazon.com
»» Recording and editing software: Audacity, free (PC and Mac)
»» FTP software: Cyberduck, free (PC and Mac)
»» Opening and closing music: MusicAlley.com, free
»» Media (MP3) hosting: Amazon S3, variable price, generally pennies
per month4
4. Amazon S3 is a pay-per-use system whereby you pay based on how much you store and how much
is transferred every month. The cost is ridiculously small and a modest podcaster with a modestlysized audience might pay less than a dollar a month for the service. At the time of this writing, the
first year using S3 is free. More information about Amazon S3 can be found on page 101.
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»» For a support website, presuming you don’t already have one:
• Domain name: various sources, $7.95–$13.95 a year
• Web hosting: various sources, $5.95–$9.95 a month for shared
hosting
• Blog software: Wordpress, free
• RSS feed formatting and show distribution: PowerPress for
Wordpress, free
»» For co-hosts or guests: Skype, free (PC and Mac)
As these rates, it’s a wonder everyone isn’t podcasting yet.
There Isn’t A Lot Of Competition
“Do you want to make money online? You need to start a blog! Follow my
47-point checklist for starting a blog and start raking in the moo-lah today!”
“Blogging is the wave of the future!”
“Everyone and every company should have a blog. Most people should have two.
If you’re smart, you’ll have five!”
Do you know how many blogs are out there? They literally can’t be counted, but
estimates put the number anywhere from 150 million5 to 450 million. How many
podcasts? Again, it’s impossible to count, but estimates point to about 100,0006
or so. Can you see where this is going?
Why on earth would you want to jump into a pool with 150 million others when
you can swim with only 100,000? Don’t let the lower number fool you: podcast
audiences are voracious. According to Wizzard Media7, in 2011 the service
provider served up 1.64 billion podcast downloads to over 50 million people.
Wizzard Media is only one service provider. Factor in downloads from sources like
Blubrry.com and others, and the number could very well double.

5. According to Wikipedia
6. According to research posted at TheMyndset.com
7. Thanks to David Jackson for the report
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You don’t have a lot of competition as a podcaster—not nearly as much as you
do as a blogger. What, those tens of millions of people don’t constitute a large
enough potential audience?
Expectations Are Low
Your name probably isn’t Oprah, or if it is, it’s almost certainly not Oprah
Winfrey. Guys, you are not Brian Williams or Anderson Cooper. The good news
is that fans of podcasts don’t expect you to be. They don’t expect you to look,
sound, or be like a career media maker. Your shows don’t have to be perfect.
Your voice does not have to be perfect. Your timing, demeanor and diction don’t
have to be perfect.
In short: your audience wants to hear you talk. They want you to be yourself and
they want your personality to shine through.
Now, having said that…
You should be the best you that you can be. Your audience doesn’t expect
perfection, but they do expect you to put your best self forward. Podcast fans
can tell when a host is phoning it in or not giving it their all. Everyone can have a
bad show from time to time, but as long as you’re giving it your best, audiences
will be forgiving. Don’t be nervous.
It’s Quite Profitable (Potentially)
Podcasting can be very profitable. Entire networks have sprung up and individual
shows have made money for many. There are generally three ways to monetize
a podcast: sponsorships, affiliate marketing and donations. Each method has
strengths and weaknesses depending on your show’s age, audience and reach.
Sponsorships can be lucrative for older shows and shows featuring well-known
talent. Advertisers will buy ad spots on your podcast’s website as well as prerecorded or live spots in the show itself. Income from sponsors is reliable since
they will pay up front for a specified period of time.
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Affiliate marketing is great for new shows and shows that don’t yet have a huge
audience that would attract sponsors. Podcasters can run ads from merchants
that they are connected to either directly or through an affiliate network,
and get paid a commission when listeners buy through the podcaster’s special
tracking link.
Listener-supported shows can be very, very successful. Collecting donations
takes advantage of audience loyalty and works best for shows with recurring
audiences. The more dedicated the audience, the more likely they are to kick
in a few bucks here and there for the production of the show. It’s self-interest,
really—people don’t want their favorite shows to go away.
Most podcasters will utilize some combination of these three methods, and they
will be covered in greater detail beginning on page 34.
They Are Unregulated
Do you remember the movie Pump
Up the Volume? It was the story
of a teenage pirate radio station
operator, played by Christian Slater
at his Christian Slater-est (this
was 1990, just after the release of
Heathers and the groundbreaking
Gleaming the Cube). Slater’s
character, Mark Hunter, was a social
outcast. He rarely spoke to anyone
at school, including the teacher that
tried to reach out to him. By night
though, he was Hard Harry, the foulmouthed radio pirate that played
some of the best alternative music
of the 80’s. Hunter met Nora Diniro,
played by Samantha Mathis, and
the whole operation crumbled. The
FCC was called in and the pair were
arrested. Oh, sorry, SPOILERS.
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Here’s the thing. That movie couldn’t be made today. There is no reason for
anyone to operate a pirate radio station anymore! Podcasting has rendered
pirate radio stations completely and irrevocably moot.
The FCC has no authority over podcasts. You can use whatever $^%#ing
language you want on your show. You are limited only by your own sensibilities
and what your audience will tolerate. Your content might keep you out of iTunes
if you’re trying to do a show about something illegal or taboo, and you need
to follow the law about broadcasting copyrighted content that you don’t own.
Beyond those two caveats, the sky is the limit.
Besides, why would you want to operate an illegal radio station that might
reach a few thousand people in your town when you can create a perfectly legal
podcast that can be heard by anyone with access to iTunes?
They Are Ultra-Portable
While this point might be more of a reason to listen to podcasts, it is important
to note because as podcasts climb in popularity, podcasters benefit. Here then,
is one of the great benefits of the format.
You’re driving a car when you come upon a mountain that you’ll need to
cross. The tunnel—no, even better, the pass—winds and stretches on for
nearly 15 miles and you’ll be traveling no faster than 30 mph because of traffic
and hazardous road conditions. For the next 30 minutes, you’ll be up in the
mountain, trudging along. What will you do for entertainment?

If only there were something to look at.
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Television? Movies? Not while you’re driving, you lunatic.
Web sites? Internet? Again, what are you thinking?! You’re driving a car!
Books? Magazines? If you want to drive off a cliff, maybe.
Radio? Perhaps. That depends on the availability of the towers, the weather and
the mountain, really.
There are really only two options for ultra-portability in any situation. CDs are
great, iPods (or similar devices) and smartphones are even better. With a player
connected to your car’s audio system, you can listen to podcasts! You can’t beat
a podcast for its ability to travel anywhere, and only non-radio formats of music
match it.
Podcasts require no screen, no internet connection (provided you download them
first), and no radio towers. You simply keep an episode on your player and listen
wherever you are.
Granted, the number of times you find yourself driving slowly through a mountain
pass for half an hour might be low. If you’re one of the few people that live in a
place like New York, Los Angeles or London, you may never have the pleasure
of sliding backwards down an icy mountain road and hoping the barrier holds.
Podcasts are still awesome thanks to their portability. Do you go to a gym? Stick
some earbuds in your ears and ignore the riff-raff. Do you fly much? Seats are
getting smaller and smaller it seems, and it can be tough to open a laptop or even
use a tablet. Podcasts-on-your-phone to the rescue!

Why Podcasters Do What They Do
Perhaps the best thing to do now is hear from established podcasters. We reached
out to a small number of working podcasters and got some excellent responses.
These podcasters were all asked the question, “Why do you podcast?”8

8. If I didn’t reach out to you for a quote, please don’t be offended. The page count here is limited,
and this is a bit like when someone is thanking people at an awards ceremony—I can’t possibly list
everyone without overlooking someone. Still friends?
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Cliff Ravenscraft
“I podcast because I feel called to create entertaining, educational, encouraging,
and inspirational content that has the power to positively impact the lives of each
person who listens to each episode I produce.”
Cliff Ravenscraft
Podcast Producer, Consultant and Coach
http://GSPN.tv
http://PodcastAnswerMan.com
Shawn Collins
“Long before I was a podcaster, I was a writer. This started back with a grade
school newspaper, on through to high school and college papers, and various
freelance gigs. I always enjoyed writing in my own voice and typically would do
it without edits. So it seemed like a natural extension to speak in that voice back
in 2006 on affiliate marketing when BlogTalkRadio came around. I had been
blogging about affiliate marketing since 2004, and I liked the idea of informal,
unrehearsed chats on industry news I could do with podcasting. I have come to
enjoy podcasting as a way to communicate so much that I’ve rarely missed a week
in six years now.”
Shawn Collins
Co-Founder, Affiliate Summit, Inc.
http://AffiliateSummit.com
Co-Host, Affiliate Thing podcast
http://GeekCast.fm
Daniel J. Lewis
“Podcasting gives me a very personal platform to share my passions, build
relationships, and grow my business.”
Daniel J. Lewis
Web Design Entrepreneur, Podcaster and Podcast Consultant
http://Noodle.mx
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Randy Cantrell
“I began podcasting to provide my now-grown kids (and my grandkids) snippets
of what little wisdom I’ve gained in a lifetime of business. One supreme value of
podcasting is the quick litmus test it provides. We can listen and within minutes
decide if we like somebody, or not. I’m verbal, so podcasting suits my preference
(and gives folks a fast way to figure out how likable I really am). Today, I podcast
for fun and business. For me, they’re mostly one and the same.”
Randy Cantrell
Podcaster & New Media Producer
http://BulaNetwork.com
Ray Ortega
“I podcast because I can.
Seriously. The tech is open to anybody who has something to say. You don’t have
to ask anyone’s permission to have your own show and nobody can tell you what
to say or what to show.
Podcasting gives you a global voice and to me, that’s as exciting, powerful and
limitless as anything to come along in my lifetime.
I podcast because I can.”
Ray Ortega
Podcaster and Podcast Consultant
http://thePodcastersStudio.com
http://PodcastersRoundtable.com
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Ron “Aalgar” Watt
“I podcast because I’ve wanted to be on the radio for as long as I can remember.
Like a lot of kids, I played with tape recorders and, let’s be honest, fell in love with
the sound of my own voice from a very early age. I did the morning announcements
through elementary, middle and high school. I played at comedy productions into
my 20’s, and even released very crude RealAudio podcasts (though they weren’t
called that yet) in the late 90’s.
The real reason is much more basic: I podcast because I can. We’re in a different
world than the one I grew up in—the tools of production are now in the hands of
the workers, as the man once said. You don’t have to work your way up at a local
radio station, impress the right people, play by a certain set of rules. The world is
wide open for people willing to a) invest in some basic equipment and b) devote the
time required to produce a decent show. I’m a comedy writer struggling to gain an
audience, and podcasting has given me an opportunity to find that audience.
The Internet is, more or less, a meritocracy. Eventually, the good stuff gets noticed
and the bad stuff withers and dies. It doesn’t always work like that, of course; but
in my experience, it happens a lot more than it doesn’t. The better our show gets
(in terms of production value, writing quality and performances), the bigger our
audience gets. We’re riding the wave of an exciting new medium, and while we’re
sharing that wave with an increasingly crowded group of contemporaries, I truly
believe what I just said: that if we continue to press forward, improve ourselves and
never stop loving what we do, we will succeed.
That’s why I podcast.”
Ron “Aalgar” Watt
Comedian and Podcaster
http://SarcasticVoyage.com
http://PostAtomicHorror.com
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Matt Rowbotham
“I wanted to start doing a podcast because I enjoyed listening to podcasts so
much. I’d been working my way through a variety of them (SModcast, Ken P.D.
Snydecast, etc.) and I really enjoyed them. To me, there’s always something
interesting about listening to two people just talk about whatever for an hour
or so. You learn so much about them. At the time, my long time writing partner
Ron “AAlgar” Watt and I had finished three years of a webcomic that literally one
person was reading and we were looking to start another project.
I forget whose idea it was (Probably AAl’s) but we decided to start doing a
podcast—which amounted to some really terrible audio while we talked about
The Incredible Mr. Limpet and Back to the Future. But we had a hell of a lot of fun
doing it. And eventually a couple of people started listening. And then a couple
more. And eventually I was meeting all the amazing people and suddenly my life
was getting weird and awesome. Through podcasting, I have met two girlfriends,
a bunch of great people, and the guy who wrote the “Cold Slither” episode of G.I.
Joe. I’ve done live shows, and caught the attention of Neil Gaiman for about ten
seconds. I get to spend a couple of hours a week hanging out with one of my best
friends and mocking old TV shows.
I started podcasting because I was looking for the next thing to do. I keep
podcasting because it makes my life interesting.”
Matt Rowbotham
Comedian and Podcaster
http://SarcasticVoyage.com
http://PostAtomicHorror.com
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Chapter Three: Setting Up
Before you press record for the first time, you need to plan. What will your show
be about? What kind of equipment do you need? What software will you use for
editing? Where will you record, and who will record with you (if anyone)?
This section aims to cover everything you need to consider before the recording
starts and the podcast launches. They say that if you fail to plan, you plan to fail.
That may be a little simplistic, especially considering that some really amazing
stuff has been created in the absence of a clear plan. Still, when one wants to
succeed in a new venture, one should probably plan for success and not leave it
up to luck.
This advice applies not just to your show overall, but to each and every episode.
The more prepared you are going into an episode, the better it will turn out.
Experienced podcasters may occasionally get away with winging it—if the show
format allows for that—but for the most part, having a clear rundown of each
episode before starting is a great idea.
The first part of planning is coming up with your show overview. After the
overview, the focus will shift to the equipment that you’ll need to produce your
podcast and the artwork that will represent it.

The Show Overview
The show overview is a document that everyone from first-time to experienced
podcasters needs to write when creating a new show. “He who fails to plan is
planning to fail,” right? The overview of the show should include the basic pillars
and any additional information that can be used as a reference. At the least:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

What the topic will be
Who the talent will be
The length of the show’s episodes
What the recording and release schedule will be
The name of the show and what the subtitle will be, if there is one
Who the intended audience is
What the artwork should look like
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»» How the show will fit into your website and what you’ll do if you don’t
have one
»» Acknowledgement of competition, if any
»» How the podcast will be monetized (or not)
»» What assets will be required for the production
Fire up Word, Pages, Evernote, TextEdit, or whatever you use for making notes—
use a pen and paper if you’re old school. Whichever method you prefer, get this
information down where you can reference it during your setup phase. Have a
plan. You’ll be glad you did.
The Topic
What could be more important, when creating an overview of your show, than
the topic? What will your show be about? Do you have a passion for knitting?
Can you talk for 20, 30 or 60 minutes at a time about it? Maybe you’re really into
action figures. Or baseball cards. Or cliff diving. Maybe you’re really, really excited
about kangaroos.

You should totally do a show about
kangaroos. Just look at that face.
[Photo via BenSpark.]
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Think a show about kangaroos can’t be done? That the focus is too narrow?
Nonsense! There’s not a single niche that can’t support a podcast. You might only
have a dozen listeners to your series about formica counter tops, but people that
are passionate about a niche topic like that tend to be very loyal. You may never
have an audience of thousands, but given a choice between a large, apathetic
audience who tunes in just-sorta-whenever and an audience of a hundred people
that love your show and never miss an episode…well, sometimes smaller is better.
Everyone has a passion for something; what’s yours? Be specific in your overview
about this. You don’t need to drill down too far, but don’t just say “baseball” and
call it done. What about baseball? Will you focus on the history of baseball? The
current crop of players and managers? Maybe a series about the various baseball
stadiums?
So, what’s it going to be? What will your show be about?
The Talent
This one should be easy. Who will be the host of the show? Will there be a cohost? How many co-hosts? Will the co-hosts be local in your recording location or
will they be connecting via Skype or phone? In addition to vocal talent, will you be
bringing in anyone to help you with the recording process? Some shows run with
only the host to handle all the editing and production, other shows have another
person or a team of people handling production duties.
Knowing in advance who will be involved in the recording of the show is crucial. If
you don’t have this marked clearly in your overview, you are missing a basic pillar
of the show.
While we’re on the topic of other-people-besides-you, what about guests? Will
you be inviting guests onto your show? You’ll need to have an answer to that
question so that when the time comes to examine your hardware and software
setup, you can accommodate having guests.
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The Length
The length of your podcast is not important. Many shows run under ten
minutes, some less than five. Many more shows run 15 minutes, twenty, or half
an hour. Hour-long shows are common. Two hours? Sure, why not. Three? Those
are more rare, but they’re out there.
The correct length for your podcast can be determined by asking yourself three
questions:
1. For how long are you comfortable speaking?
2. Can you fill up that amount of time with enough quality material?
3. Will your audience tolerate the length?
That’s really all there is to it. No magic number, so secret sauce. Successful
shows come in all shapes and sizes, but the only thing you need to remember in
your planning is that you need to be consistent. If you decide to do a 15 minute
show, keep the episodes to 15 minutes. Going for an hour? Keep it as close to an
hour as you can.
Radio and television shows are beholden to a time slot. They
must produce exactly an hour’s worth of show if it’s in an hourlong time slot. Podcasters have no such restrictions. If you’re
aiming for an hour every week and you come in at 55 minutes
one week and 70 minutes the next, that’s perfectly fine. Just get
close, that’s all.
The third point above bears a bit of explanation. When you’re just starting out or
just launching a new show, you have no audience. You might be bringing in some
listeners via promotion on another show you do, but everyone starts off with—
essentially—zero. How do you know if the audience will tolerate the length of
your show? If it’s under half an hour, you’re almost always safe. If you push to
an hour, you’re probably fine, but keep an eye on your download statistics—
shorter, more frequent episodes can often grow a series faster than massive,
less frequent releases. Over an hour though, and you might want to do a bit of
research before you commit. Do similar shows run over an hour? How does their
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audience look? You could start short and then ask your audience as you build it
up if they’d like you to go longer.
You’re not stuck with your show length forever and ever. You can
change formats whenever you like. Ideally though, you will not
change your format so frequently that you get called out on it
by your audience. Nobody wants to hear “I like his 15 minute
shows, but every now and then he runs an hour and a half and I
can’t listen to all that!” If you begin with one length and decide
to expand (or contract) to a new length later on, just tell your
audience. Be consistent.
The Schedule
Audiences respond best to content that is produced on a schedule. This has been
true for decades in radio and television and is no less true today online with
podcasts and new media. The best part about producing podcasts though, is that
the schedule is extraordinarily flexible. Television shows are expected weekly. Talk
radio shows are expected daily. Podcasts can be daily, weekly, bi-weekly, monthly,
or any combination of days. Do you fancy doing a show on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays? That’s valid. How about a show that happens Monday mornings to
kick off a work week and Friday afternoons to recap what happened that week?
Go for it.
The key to the schedule is consistency. If you are in for a weekly show that is
published on Wednesdays, stick to it. If your audience expects your show every
Monday night at 9pm Eastern, make sure you give it to them.

If you will be giving your audience a specific time, remember
to always list a time zone. Telling a global audience that your
show will be available at 1pm will mean something different to
everyone!
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In planning the show’s schedule, you need to consider the post-production
time. Post-production, which will be delved into in great detail later in the
book, is the editing and posting of the episode. Common post-production tasks
might be editing for content or language, applying a filter, or adding music and
advertisements. Writing the show notes falls under this category as well, as does
creating the post on the website where your episode is going to live.
Shows that are recorded from 1pm to 2pm will not be online at 2pm. Postproduction, even really light post-production, will take some time. For the
inexperienced podcaster, this might be an hour or two. A podcaster with more
experience might have everything ready to go in 15 minutes or even less.
Using tools that automate post-production, the time it takes can be reduced
to five minutes or so. The point is, once the show is out of planning and in the
production stage, the schedule will need to include post-production needs. If you
tell your audience to expect a show at 2pm and you will be recording for an hour
beginning at 1pm, you will inevitably disappoint your listeners.
The Show Name
Your show name is your identity, make it a good one! Put some real thought into
it! Most importantly, try to make sure nobody else is currently using it. This is
easier than you might think. If the name you want to use was previously used
by a show in a different genre that hasn’t had a new episode since 2006, you’re
probably okay to use it. If it’s currently (or recently has been) in production, then
coming up with a variant would probably be best.
There’s no need to make your show’s title absolutely never-used-before unique if
it can be reasonably separated from another show with a similar name.
The key here is that word similar. Someone is already doing a show called Coffee
Talk (actually, a lot of people seem to be doing a show with that name, but
that’s kinda the point here). You know what’s a great variation of that, though?
CoffeeTalk Jazz Radio. Long time affiliate marketer and podcaster James Martell
has a show called Coffee Talk with James Martell. Putting your name in the title is
a great way to distinguish yourself from the competition.
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Though not always.

Sticking with the coffee talk theme, there are shows with names like
CoffeeGeek, Coffee Break Spanish and the very popular Marketing Over Coffee.
All great names. Be creative with yours and you’ll have a better chance of
creating a memorable, winning brand.
ProTip: Your show’s title is going to need
to fit inside of square artwork and be
legible at small sizes. Avoid both long
words and long show titles! Which of
these two examples looks best when
viewed at 100 pixels square? Which one
is easier to remember?
And that’s using all the available space on the image. If the text had to be
reduced to make room for other elements or graphics, the difference would be
even more dramatic.
To Number or Not to Number?

A common method of naming episodes involves numbering each one. For
example, a recent episode of Zap! was titled thusly:
Do You Know How to Drive a Stick?! – Zap! #180
Numbers are not required, however. An August, 2012 episode of Bullseye was
titled without one:
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Bullseye with Jesse Thorn: Michael Jai White, Carl Jones, Rachel Dratch and Jason
Brewer
The decision to number or not is up to you! There are pros and cons for each
argument. Numbering can give your show credibility, but it can also have the
opposite effect if the number is very low. Leaving the number off can make your
episode look “evergreen” or timeless, but it can also irritate people who like
numbers to tell them if they are caught up on a series or not. Numbers can make
it easy on you, the podcaster, when it comes to production and referencing past
episodes, but they can make it harder to do special episodes that aren’t part of
the series proper.
I started podcasting with a show called Geek Dads @ Home, and
we numbered our episodes. During a gap in production, I decided
to do an episode solo, without my usual co-hosts. It was only 20
minutes long (as opposed to our usual hour), so I didn’t want to
give it a proper episode number. I ended up putting “#20 ½” in
the title. It was an inelegant solution and I didn’t like the way it
looked—if we weren’t using numbers, it would have fit right in.

Ultimately, this is a matter of personal preference and style. There is no right or
wrong answer to the “should I number my episodes” question. As with so many
other things though, consistency is important. You can change your mind after
the show has been running a while, but nobody likes a messy episode list when
checking out your show in iTunes or one of the other directories—don’t change
too frequently.
Who is the Intended Audience?
Although this might seem like a no-brainer, determining who your audience is
might require a little thought and creativity. For someone who wants to do a
show about comic books, the obvious intended audience might be “people who
read comic books.” That is a very broad topic, however. You want to do a show
about comics?
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Superhero comics? Horror comics? Westerns? Comics for kids9? Independent
comics? Japanese manga? While there will be some overlap, these are all very
separate things worthy of their own podcast. Readers of indie comics do not
always cross over into mainstream superhero comics—in fact, many of them
despise mainstream superhero comics and might turn off a podcast that shifts
from talking about Anya’s Ghost or Daytripper to talking about Supergirl or The
Amazing Spider-Man. Fans of Spider-Man may not be willing to sit through a half
hour about an indie comic waiting for the discussion to turn to the wall crawler.
This goes along with deciding on your topic, but puts the focus on the potential
audience. What do they like? What don’t they like?
Knowing your audience becomes really important later on down the road when
you start looking for sponsors for your show. Sponsors will want to know as much
as you do about your audience if they’re going to start giving you money. Never
stop learning about your listeners. Find out who they are, where they come from,
and what their interests are. What you learn will help you make the show better
(and more attractive to sponsors!)
Knowing your audience becomes really important later on down
the road when you start looking for sponsors for your show.
Sponsors will want to know as much as you do about your
audience if they’re going to start giving you money. Never stop
learning about your listeners. Find out who they are, where they
come from, and what their interests are. What you learn will help
you make the show better (and more attractive to sponsors!)
The Artwork
Your podcast will need artwork for display in iTunes, on your website and in other
podcast directories. Don’t worry at this point about how many sizes you’ll need
or where you’re going to use them. For now, in the overview, it’s enough just to
start thinking of what the art should generally look like. If you will not be creating
the art yourself, you’ll need to contact an artist that can produce the art for you.
9. Seriously. Mainstream comics put out by Marvel and DC these days are full of sex and violence for
teens and adults. “Kids comics” is a sub-genre. Weird, right?
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Services have sprung up in recent years that can connect you
with an artist easily—and sometimes inexpensively. Check out
Fiverr.com, 99Designs.com, and Elance.com.

What colors do you think would work? For a podcast about money and
finance, green and gold work well. For a podcast about animals, earth tones
in brown and green might be best. Will you have photographs or drawings of
the hosts? How will the title fit into the artwork? Start by sketching out a few
rough ideas on a blank page. Keep in mind that podcast artwork is square.
For more about your show’s artwork, head on down to page 58.
The Website
Do you already have a website for your show?
If you don’t, you really should look into creating one. Technically, you don’t
need a site of your own. Using a media host like Blubrry.com or Libsyn.
com, you can store your MP3 show files and have your show listed in iTunes
automatically—no other site required. The benefits of running your own
website though, are enormous. You gain massive credibility over a show
that has no site of its own. You have ultimate control over the conversation
when it’s on your site, and you can respond to what’s being said on your own
terms. You also have control over the show notes, links and advertising that
surrounds your show on the page. To learn more about setting up your own
site, turn to page 114.
If you do have your own site, your only concern in the planning stage is
to decide where your new podcast will fit into your site. Where will it be
displayed? Do you want to integrate it into your current layout or create a
new section for it on your homepage, in your sidebar, or elsewhere in your
site’s content?
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Who is the Competition?
Unless you’re aiming for a very, very small niche, it’s probable that someone
out there is already doing a podcast similar in topic to what you want to do.
The broader you get, the more competition you’ll have. “I want to do a comedy
podcast!” Congratulations, you have only several thousand podcasts to
contend with.

Again, kangaroos.
Low competition! It’s
a winner, you’ll see!

Now, you can go overboard and make a list of every single podcast that’s
related to your chosen topic. You can spend hours or days cataloging, crossreferencing, and determining exactly how many shows there are and who is
running them. Or, you can enjoy your sanity and just make a few notes.
First, open your web browser and hit Google. Type in “<your podcast topic>
podcast” and see what comes up. Go through the first three pages of Google
results, making a few notes about each show you find.
Next, open iTunes. Search the podcasts directly the same way you searched
Google. You’ll see some (perhaps a lot of) overlap, but that’s okay. We’re not
tying to get a comprehensive list of every podcast ever.
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Using your list of shows, look for trends. Are all the shows you found active or
have many of them died off? Neither Google nor iTunes makes it obvious whether
a show is currently posting new episodes—you’ll need to look at the publishing
dates in the episode lists. Are the shows hosted by one person or more? What
are their production values like? How long are their episodes? Do they record
weekly? You’ll notice that these questions are the very same questions that we’ve
gone through for your own show in this chapter so far. Keep them in mind while
you are researching your competition and you will be able to spot a place where
your unique show can fit in.
What aren’t they doing that you can? What are they doing that you can do
better?
Lastly, forget everything you just read in this chapter about the word
“competition.” We only used that word for simplicity. These other podcasts are
not necessarily competitors of yours. Reach out to some hosts that work in your
niche. Be friendly. You have some things in common, after all. And just because
there’s more than one show about your topic doesn’t mean that only one can
survive. Just look at the Law & Order television franchise. There’s what, twenty
of those now? Law & Order, Law & Order: Special Victims Unit, Law & Order:
Criminal Intent, Law & Order: Citizens on Patrol? That joke might not reach the
under-30 crowd <sigh>.
The point is, many shows focusing on the same topic can coexist peacefully. Just
make yours the best you can make it.
Monetization Overview: Speaking Links
Will you be trying to make money with your podcast? Better to figure that out
before you get started than to blow it off and try to shoehorn it into your efforts
later on. Since this is a pretty short topic, we’ll just bash it out here rather than
somewhere else in the book, shall we?
There are three main methods to monetizing a podcast directly—we’re saving
topics like book writing, speaking gigs and podcast consulting for another time.
You generally have three options for making money in your show directly, and
they all share one thing in common: you need to be able to speak about them.
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You need to be able to speak a link.
This is often simple and we hear it all the time: “visit Google.com” or “check
out Apple.com/store to buy a thing.” Those are the kinds of links you’ll need to
speak if you work out a deal with a sponsor—the first of the three monetization
methods.
The second monetization method, affiliate marketing, also uses links, but they are
specially formatted links suitable for tracking customers. Here’s a sample link for
the Blue Snowball USB microphone:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B002OO18NS?ie=UTF8&tag=qaqn-20&linkC
ode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B002OO18NS
Author’s Note: This is one of my affiliate links. It’s only here as
an example, and I am not expecting or asking you to use it. I’m
not after your clicks, I’m after your eyeballs right now. It’s just an
example to show what a real, live affiliate link looks like.
How can you possibly speak that monstrosity on your podcast?! Clearly, you
can’t…but you can speak a shortened link. Services like bit.ly or tinyurl.com will
take that long link and cut it down to a manageable size. You can also (and this is
recommended) use a WordPress plugin called Pretty Link to shorten links on your
own website. That link above, destined for Amazon.com, can be shortened on
your website to this:
http://www.MyWebsite.com/snowball
…and you can totally speak that link on a show. When someone types it in after
hearing it, it’s the same as if they had clicked the link on your website.
The third monetization method, listener donations, is as easy as the first example.
The link you need to speak is a page on your own website: “If you’d like to donate,
visit MyWebsite.com/donate.”
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ProTip: There is a right way and a wrong way to speak a link out loud. If you are
directing someone to http://www.google.com/images, for example, the correct
way to say it out loud is “Google dot com slash images.” Every other way is the
wrong way. First, it’s not a backslash, nor is it a forward-slash. It’s just “slash”
when spoken. Never say “h-t-t-p-colon-slash-slash” because you’ll sound foolish.
Saying “w-w-w” at the beginning is unnecessary, but people will generally
overlook that unless you’re emphasizing it.
“My website dot com slash archives.”
“Your website dot com slash podcast.”
“Their website dot com slash donate.”
This works extraordinarily well for addresses that don’t have
hyphens in them. This is another area in which a shortener like
Pretty Link excels. Your address might be www.YourWebsite.com/
this-weeks-episode-title-19, but you won’t want to speak that.
Create a shortened link with a single word in it. “Your website
dot com slash nineteen,” for example. Don’t speak hyphens if at
all possible.
Sponsorships

Radio and television have been supported by advertising for nearly as long as
the mediums have existed. Podcasters aren’t exempt from this form of income
generation! While it’s true that young shows or those with small audiences aren’t
likely to get the best offers from the largest sponsors, there’s still money to be
made. This is perhaps the easiest form of income to manage. You deal with the
advertiser directly, you set a fixed rate (by the week, by the month, or even by
the episode), and you get paid.
Podcast sponsors, much like radio sponsors, often provide a script or a prerecorded ad to run during your show. Some advertisers will allow you to write
your own script. Either way, you’ll direct people to the advertiser either by links
on your site or ads on your show—usually both.
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NMX recently published an excellent book all about attracting sponsors for blogs
and podcasts, called The Ultimate Guide to Blog and Podcast Sponsorship. It’s
over 130 pages long and well worth your time. It covers way more ground than I
can possibly hope to here!

Affiliate Marketing

Raise your hand if you think that affiliate marketing is a scam. If you just raised
your hand, congratulations, you are way more susceptible to suggestion than you
probably oughta be. You’re just reading a book; come on, put your hand down.
Affiliate marketing isn’t a scam. In fact, it’s thanks to affiliate marketing that we
even have the internet that we have today. As more and more companies came
online in the late 90’s, one company in particular got the idea that maybe they
could pay people to advertise for them. A little company, maybe you’ve heard of
them, called Amazon.com figured that maybe they could entice website owners
to run ads for products and in return, Amazon would give them a commission
if someone clicked on the ad and then bought something. Welcome to affiliate
marketing10. Thanks to this business model—which is really no different than what
people have been doing offline for years—companies were able to grow by leaps
and bounds.

10. There are other forms of affiliate marketing related to services and lead generation, but those
are related to affiliate marketing the way that softball is related to baseball. Kinda the same sport,
but with noticeable differences.
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Affiliate marketers connect with merchants—Amazon, Best Buy and Walmart
are a few of the big names, but thousands of smaller merchants are available
as well. Connections are either made directly or via a third-party, an affiliate
network, which operates as a hub for hundreds or thousands of merchants. The
network plays cupid, making it possible for Joe Affiliate to work with any number
of merchants. Joe Affiliate will generate a specially-coded link in the network’s
link creation tool that he can place on his website or speak on his podcast. The
affiliate network will track the clicks and Joe will earn a commission if his visitors
or listeners click through to a merchant and make a purchase.
You can grow by leaps and bounds, too. Affiliate marketing is a billion-dollar
industry these days. For more information, visit AffiliateSummit.com.
Listener Donations/Pledges

It’s time for the Annual Pledge Drive here at the The Ultimate
Guide to Becoming a Podcaster. If you would like to support this
book to ensure that you’ll get to keep reading it all the way to
the end, please consider making a donation. Readers at the $25
level get a free tote bag. Readers at the $50 level get a nice set
of steak knives. (*Editor’s Note: Daniel, the author, has not been
authorized to distribute totes and knives. We regret to tell you
you’ll have to carry your stuff in your arms and eat your food
with your hands.)
The Public Broadcasting Service, or PBS, has been famously “funded in part
by donations from viewers like you” since 1970. Viewer funding has been
responsible for such important cultural programming as Sesame Street, Nova,
Masterpiece Theater and… um… Teletubbies.
Let’s just overlook that last one.
Many a successful podcast has been built on listener donations. Setting
up a PayPal account and a form to collect money on your website is pretty
straightforward these days and can often be set up in an afternoon. A call for
donations can happen before or during a show. A script like “You’re listening
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to listener-supported <show title>. Learn more at <web address>” can work
wonders. A once or twice-yearly pledge drive, PBS-style, can also be a great
source of income. Loyal listeners like to support the shows they enjoy—they don’t
want to lose them.
Considering Assets
This last part of the show overview is simple list building. Have a look at what you
own; those are your assets. You surely own a computer. Write that down. Do you
have a USB headset? Write that down, too. A mixer? A studio microphone? Might
you use your iPhone or Android tablet in some way? Maybe! Write those down,
too. What about software—write down any software that you own that you think
might possibly be related to podcasting. Audacity, Garageband, iTunes, anything
related to the recording, editing or playing of audio. Will you be handling your
own artwork? Do you have a program with which to create art? Do you have a
website? What does it run on? Wordpress? Something else?
It doesn’t take much to produce a podcast, but you need to be aware of what you
have and what you need.
Along with assets, you need to consider the location. Where will you record your
episodes? Do you have a spare room in your house? A home office? Wherever you
decide to record, it needs to be comfortable and quiet. This location is an asset to
your production.
Once you have your assets firmly in hand, you’ll have a complete
show overview. From here, you should spend time looking over
your overview and fleshing it out. Think of your overview like a
skeleton—it needs a body!

Equipment
It really doesn’t take a lot of equipment to produce a quality podcast. You already
have the most important component—a computer or device with internet access.
Almost everything else is optional when it comes right down to it, but the more
you understand about how audio gear works, the better your show will sound.
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Sure, you can use your laptop with its built-in microphone, and on a scale of
1–10, your show will be about a three. Maybe a five if you’re in a quiet room. But
upgrade to a USB headset microphone, and you’re up to about a seven. Maybe an
eight. Upgrade to a mixer with a professional studio microphone, and you’re up to
nine and ten.
In this section of the book, we’ll go over all the options regarding the types of
microphones, mixers, headsets and other hardware for podcasting. By the end of
it, you’ll have a solid foundation in the basics and be able to decide what will be
best for you right now and where you think you might want to be down the road.

Way, way, way down the road.
(It’s not as complicated as it looks. Amazon.com)

Your Computer
Windows.
Mac.
PC.
Linux.
OS X.
95, 98, Me, 2000, XP, Vista, 7 or 8.
Ubuntu.
Unix.
Red Hat.
Do you use a computer that fits one or more of those descriptors?
Congratulations, you have a computer that may be used for podcasting. In fact,
it wouldn’t be surprising to learn that more esoteric systems like Amiga or OS/2
could be used—but if you’re the kind of ultra-geek that uses an Amiga, you
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probably know better than anyone involved in the writing of this book what it’s
capable of.
The only requirements for a podcasting computer are the ability to work with
MP3 files and the ability to connect to the internet—but let’s talk about more
realistic scenarios. You are probably not running Windows 95 on a Compaq
computer you bought in 1996.
For comfortable podcasting, any modern computer will suit your purposes. The
free, open source Audacity audio editor will run comfortably on WindowsXP
with 512 MB of RAM and a 1 GHz processor. It can squeak by on as little as 128
MB of RAM and a 300 MHz processor.
300 MHz processors haven’t been common in over a decade, so you’re
probably fine.

If you’re running DOS, it’s probably time to upgrade… everything.

Your computer must have either a USB 2.0 port or a microphone jack. Since
both of those have been common for more then 12 years you’re probably good
to go with that, as well. Really, what we’re saying here is that whatever you
have, it’ll probably work. Don’t fret.
USB Microphones
Perfect for podcasters of beginner and intermediate levels, USB microphones
are inexpensive, easy to use and capable of producing good audio. Operation
couldn’t be simpler: insert the microphone’s USB plug into an available USB
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port on your computer. That’s it. Few of these microphones require drivers these
days; it’s rare to find one that isn’t plug-and-play and ready to use out of the box.
USB mics come in two flavors: headset and standalone.

LEFT: Plantronics Audio 655 CENTER: Logitech ClearChat Comfort H390 RIGHT: Sennheiser PC 31

Headsets run in price from $5.00 up to $300 or more. Podcasters who are willing
to spend hundreds of dollars on a headset would be far better served purchasing
a professional studio microphone and headphones. The more inexpensive USB
headsets are certainly convenient, however, and are great for podcasters who do
not want to invest in a pricey, complicated professional setup.

LEFT: Logitech USB Desktop

CENTER: Blue Snowball

RIGHT: Blue Yeti
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Standalone, or desktop, microphones can be a fantastic option for podcasters
that would like to upgrade from an inexpensive headset but do not want to invest
too much in a pro-level setup. Prices here range from about seven bucks into
the hundreds of dollars. Cheap desktop mics are almost never recommended.
They will suffer from poor quality and an inability to deal with room noise in
a satisfactory way. Pricier desktop microphones can work out extraordinarily
well, though. The Snowball and the Yeti (above) from Blue are both great units
and come in around a hundred dollars (the Yeti) or less (the Snowball). The only
downside (if this must be seen as a downside) to the standalone microphones is
the need to use separate headphones.
If you will be using a USB headset for your podcasting, you may
skip ahead to the Software section of the book. The remainder
of this chapter focuses on hardware-based setups (mixers, pro
microphones) and while it’s good readin’, it won’t really apply to
you… yet, hopefully.

Separate headphones is not actually the only
downside to using a standalone USB microphone—or
any USB microphone, for that matter. Due to limitations in
USB technology, it is nearly impossible to monitor your voice
in real time. Some units, like the Yeti, have a headphone jack that
allow for monitoring on the mic itself. Most do not. If you need
to monitor your voice, USB is not the way to go.
Professional Mics
Professional studio microphones come in a variety of sizes and capabilities.
There’s condenser mics, dynamic mics, end-fire unidirectional, omnidirectional…
this section of the book will serve not to cover every option of every microphone
type, but to give you some advice about a specific type. Dynamic microphones.
For podcasters, dynamic microphones are ideal.
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First of all, why not a condenser microphone? Condensers are great under a lot
of conditions, but podcast recording isn’t one of them. They generally have a
greater frequency response and are more sensitive to loud sounds…but you’re
just talking. They are also so sensitive to popped “P’s”—plosives—they they will
cause distortion. The use of a quality pop filter is required. Being more sensitive,
they will also pick up a ton more background room noise than a dynamic
microphone.
Dynamic microphones, on the other hand, have a more limited frequency
response, which is fine because, well, you’re just talking. Your voice doesn’t have
so much range that a dynamic mic won’t be able to capture it all. Dynamics are
more rugged, too, making them ideal for taking with you on interviews outside
of your recording studio. Where condenser microphones require phantom
power from the mixer, dynamic microphones do not.
Condenser or dynamic, these mics have one important thing
in common: you need a mixer11 in order to use them. If you’re
shopping for a professional microphone, make sure you budget
for a mixer and a good pair of headphones to go along with it.
Great dynamic microphones for podcasters range in price from around $100
into the hundreds of dollars. There are two models that are quite popular with
podcasters, and they are the Shure SM58 and the Heil PR-40.
The Heil PR-40 retails for around $300, and it’s silky
smooth, rich and full-bodied. Like…coffee, apparently.
Yes, the Heil PR-40 is like a great cup of coffee, that’s
the analogy we’ll go with. This unit is used by pro
podcasters like Leo Laporte and Cliff Ravenscraft
(and by this book’s author). It excels at ignoring
background noise thanks to a great end-fire pattern
and the frequency response is fantastic for all kinds
of voice types.

11. A mixer, an audio interface, or a device like the Icicle that will convert the mic for use in a USB
port. The point is, you can’t just plug these mics into a computer. Mixers are recommended.
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The Shure SM58 is one of the world’s
most popular microphones for two big
reasons. First, the sound is great. It’ll
make you sound fantastic. Second, the
durability is nearly unmatched. You can
drop it off a building and it will probably
keep on working. That may not be much
of a consideration for a podcaster whose
studio isn’t on the roof of a building, but
if you’re planning on taking your mic with
you on trips, extra durability might be a
consideration. They retail for about $100.
Less expensive dynamic mics are available, and many of them are quite good.
A little research may lead you to another microphone that works great for you!
Check the user reviews on sites like Amazon and Guitar Center to begin with.
Accessories

Professional microphones call for professional accessories. If you’re going to
spend the money on a great mic, you shouldn’t balk at the minor costs of an
item like a pop filter. These are three accessories recommended for use with
your pro microphone.
Booms

Booms are wonderful. They aid in posture, reduce clutter on your workspace,
and can even help you sound better. Booms come in many shapes and sizes,
but for use in podcasting are generally L-shaped, with one end attaching (either
permanently or with a clamp) to your desk or table and the other end attaching
to your microphone.
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LEFT: Heil PL-2T

RIGHT: Rode PSA-1 with mic attached

A good boom is silent, easy to adjust, and sturdy. You’ll spend somewhere
between $60 and $150 for one, but they are a great investment. For podcasters
who record for an hour or more, hunching over a desk will be murder on
the back. A boom allows you to sit up straight. Sitting up straight puts your
diaphragm, lungs, windpipe, and mouth in the best position for breathing,
speaking and singing. Hunching over throws everything out of alignment, and
your voice—and stamina—can suffer.
Booms can be used with almost any kind of handheld microphone.
Shock mounts

At the end of a boom arm, you might find a shock mount. These accessories,
completely optional for most podcasters, reduce the effects of vibration on your
microphone. Vibrations from moving a boom arm or from your desk can cause
unwanted noise in your recording. By suspending the microphone in a web of
flexible bands, the vibrations are absorbed and don’t make it into your final
product.
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RIGHT: Rode SM2

CENTER: BLUE Ringer

RIGHT: Heil SM-2

Good shock mounts can run upwards of a $100 or more, but value mounts can be
found for as little as $20. Make sure you check the mount to ensure it fits your
microphone. Not all shock mounts are capable of holding all microphones! You
might spend a bit more by getting the proper model, but it will be worth it when
your mic doesn’t slip out and crash on your desk in the middle of a show.
Due to the cost and relative limited use, a shock mount should be one of the last
accessories you buy for your microphone. Do a few shows without one and listen
to the recordings—if you hear vibrational noise that could be eliminated (if you
tend to move your mic around a lot, for example), that’s the time to spend the
cash on a shock mount. Otherwise, you can probably skip it.
Pop filters and windscreens

At the end of the boom arm, past the shock mount, we have pop filters or
windscreens. Pop filters are not strictly required, but they do perform a function
that some people need help with: reducing the breathy, popped-P sounds (called
“plosives”) in your speech. A person with mad mic skills can often get away with
not using one, but even the pros generally choose to use one anyway. Pop filters
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and windscreens come in all sorts of shapes and sizes, but generally look like this:
Pop filters are inexpensive, ranging anywhere from free to around $50. There is
little reason to spend more than $15 or $20, however.
If you’re the creative, do-it-yourself type, you can build your own
pop filter for free using two things you probably have around
the house. Grab a wire hanger from your closet and bend it into
a circular shape (not that the shape matters a whole lot). Stretch
a pair of pantyhose over the hanger. Instant pop filter!

Seriously.

Perhaps even more commonly used than the pop filter, a windscreen is a puffy bit
of foam that attaches to the end of a microphone. No doubt you’ve seen these
before; they are used by field reporters, singers and television hosts, among
others. They are these:
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Then there’s this, if you like your
mic looking like a Tribble.

Windscreens are cheap, cheap, cheap. If you spend more than a couple of bucks
on one, you’re paying too much. Well, except for that one that looks like a Tribble
(for those who aren’t Trekkies, this is a Star Trek reference), those will run you a
fair amount. For most podcasters, though, that style is really not recommended
unless you’re in an area where really heavy air flow is an issue (and you probably
won’t be) and you’re using a shotgun microphone (which you almost certainly
won’t be).
Pop filters and windscreens are great tools (and the terms are generally
interchangeable), but even the highest-quality tools won’t stop the plosives if
you use your microphone incorrectly. Keep your mouth away from it! For mic
techniques, turn to page 71.
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Mixers
Remember the picture of the giant mixer a few pages back?

This one?

Don’t let the size fool you, it’s deceptively easy to use once you understand a
basic premise of mixers: each column (strip) of knobs and buttons works exactly
the same as every other from left to right. You only need to learn one strip—learn
one, you’ve learned them all. Let’s have a look at something a podcaster would
actually use.

Ahhhh, that’s better.
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This is a Mackie 402-VLZ3 mixer, found on Amazon.com for about $100. It’s a
four-channel mixer, and it’s quite easy to use. Your studio microphone—no USB
mics allowed—plugs into the XLR (that’s the black circle with the three holes)
where it’s labeled Mic 1. You may adjust the gain of the microphone with the
GAIN knob. You may adjust the EQ (high and low only) with the blue knobs. You
may adjust the output volume with the LEVEL knob. Your headphones plug into
the ¼” jack labeled PHONES, and your MAIN OUT jack(s) will link to whatever
device you’re using for recording.
That’s it. That’s really all you need to know to get started with a mixer. This
simple little device, paired with a professional studio microphone, will make
you sound like a million bucks—or close enough to a million. Maybe $800k. The
room acoustics and the quality of the mic you choose play a huge role in the
production.
The giant mixer up there, a 32-channel monster that sells for about two grand? It
just has more knobs12.
There are a few things to be on the lookout for when you’re shopping for a
mixer.
»» USB connections can be very useful. You may record simply to your
computer using its built-in 1/8th inch input jack, but USB can be
preferable.
»» If you will be using Skype at all, setting up a “mix-minus” is a very nice
thing to do for your guests and co-hosts. The mixer will need to have at
least one AUX send on it. See the next page for an example of a basic
mix-minus.
»» Make sure you account for everyone who will be recording with you—
especially locally! If you’re going to have five people in the room and
your mixer can’t accommodate, you’re in trouble.
»» If you’re using a condenser microphone, make sure the mixer provides
phantom power. Very few lack it, but double check.
»» Knobs vs. sliders for the output level adjustments? Personal preference.
Whatever you think you’ll be most comfortable with is the best choice.
12. Yeah, there’s more to it than that, audio pros. We know. We’re trying not to scare people away,
all right?
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Using a mixer that has a channel INSERT opens
you up to a world of possibilities with outboard gear.
Advanced EQ, compressor/limiter/gates, digital recorders
and all sorts of special effects can be inserted into the channel
to affect your voice. Most podcasters will never need—or want—
to go this route. It’s completely, totally, massively optional. Still…
it’s a lot of fun.
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A Basic Mix-Minus
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Digital Audio Recorders (DAR)
In a hardware-based setup, the mixer can output to nearly any device you like,
so long as the device can accept input. Digital audio recorders are strongly
recommended. These units specialize in audio recording, have a wealth of
features built in, and are far less prone to crashes than PCs, Macs, computerbased software or devices like smartphones13 or tablets. Digital audio recorders
are rock solid.

Zoom H4N, Amazon.com

Not only are units like this great in the studio, they’re excellent in the field. A
DAR with a good set of microphones built in is great for interviewing. The only
downside? These units tend to be pricey. You know, they say you get what you
pay for though, and a great many podcasters swear by dedicated digital audio
recorders. They are worth investigating.
Units by vendors such as Tascam, Zoom and Sony record in high definition and
with an abundance of bells and whistles. Units worth using tend to run into the
13. Do you really want to be 45 minutes into recording on your iPhone when you get a call from your
sister? It’s not fun when that happens.
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hundreds of dollars, so a little research before a purchase would be wise. At
the time of this writing, your author is using a Tascam DR-07, which has been
discontinued. Technology changes all the time…
Professional Headphones
You’re a podcaster. You need to monitor your voice, hear the voices of your
guests and co-hosts, and they all need to be crystal clear and properly
represented. If your headphones make everything sound tinny or like you’re
standing in a tunnel, you need new headphones.
But you know what you don’t need? A $1,500 pair of ultra-high end superprofessional, OMG SOUNDZ! headphones.

Luke Skywalker wore these when he flew against the Death Star. Amazon.com.

Headphones like that are fantastic for listening to music—you can pick out
every note from every instrument and it’s amazing. You’re a podcaster. Your
headphones need to be good, not amazing. They should fit comfortably, give you
a clear representation of the voices on your show, and come in under $100.
Unless you’re planning on using them outside of your podcasting efforts, noise
cancellation is nice, but should not be a major consideration. Your recording
location shouldn’t have any noise to cancel!
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Shure SRH440, Amazon.com

Mixers—of the sort that podcasters mostly use—only come with one
headphone jack. If you’ll be co-hosting with another person locally, you will
each want your own headphones and the ability to control the volume of each
independently. For this, you will need a headphone amp/splitter unit. These
units take the output from your mixer and give a number of people in the
room exactly that: independently controlled headphones.

Behringer HA400, Amazon.com
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Podcasting On The Go
Are you out and about, always looking for a new place to record an episode or
a person to interview? Modern cell phones are fully capable of being used as
podcasting devices. Smartphone operating systems like iOS and Android run
apps specifically for that task, and even older phones (“dumb” phones) can
record your voice. As long as the phone in question has the ability to transfer
the recorded files to either a home computer or a server online, it can be
used for podcasting.
A very small sampling of apps for iOS includes:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Soundcloud
Mobile Podcaster
Audio Memos
iTalk Recorder
bossjock studio

The Android platform is not lacking for recording apps, either. A search on
Google Play for “voice recorder” yields over 1,000 results. Here are a few:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Easy Voice Recorder Pro
Soundcloud
RecForge Pro
Hi-Q MP3 Voice Recorder
PCM Recorder Pro
Neither the author nor NMX can vouch for the quality of these
apps. They are intended to be used as a reference or starting
point to learn more about podcasting apps on mobile devices.

And of course, there’s the digital audio recorders that we talked about just a
couple of pages ago. Those portable units make podcasting on the go a snap!
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Artwork
You shouldn’t judge a book by its cover, and you shouldn’t judge a podcast by its
artwork.
But people do—in both cases.
Your show needs artwork to be displayed in whatever audio software and on
whatever device someone is listening to it in. If you want to be taken seriously,
and if you want to be listed in iTunes, you’d better have some. And it better be
good.
Making It Good
If you’re making your own show artwork there are some things to keep in mind. If
you’re hiring (or begging) an artist, there are some things to tell him or her.
»» It needs to be square.
»» It needs to be uncluttered and easily readable at sizes as small as 100 x
100 pixels.
»» It should include the title of the show (almost typed needs there instead
of should. But it really almost needs to be.)
»» It should be in jpg or png format, in the RGB color space.
»» It should generally match the tone of your show. A podcast about My
Little Pony should not have artwork inspired by H.R. Geiger14, best known
for his work on the film, Alien.
»» You will absolutely need only two versions. One at 1400 x 1400 pixels, the
other at 300 x 300 pixels. You will probably need other sizes, including
100 x 100, 250 x 250, 600 x 600 and possibly 900 x 900 or 1000 x 1000 or
larger. iTunes continually updates the recommended large image size. It’s
1400 pixels square now, but it used to be as small as 600 pixels square.
Having a 2000 x 2000 pixel version on hand wouldn’t hurt.

14. Unless that’s the tone of your show, in which case, let me know because I would totally listen to
a show like that. H.R. Geiger meets My Little Pony? Yes, please.
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Podcast artwork can be nothing more than a logo or it can incorporate other
artistic elements. Perhaps the best way to describe good podcast artwork is to
show off some good podcast artwork.
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Chapter Four: Production
Now for the exciting part—producing your episodes! You have your overview, you
have all your equipment set up and you have your artwork ready to go (or you’re
working on it). In this section of the book we’ll talk about the two broad aspects
of show production: recording and editing.
First, you will be introduced to several pieces of software and techniques for
microphone and voice usage. We’ll also get into some tips for your recording
environment and using soundboards for inserting audio clips into your recording
on the fly.
Second, in the editing pages, we’re all about multitrack editors and how to use
them to accomplish basic podcast editing tasks. You’ll learn how to correctly set
your levels (volume) and insert music & advertisements. Finally, you’ll learn why
ID3 tags are so important to your show and how to set them properly.
Get ready to have some fun because recording is the best part of being a
podcaster!

Recording
You have your show in your head just waiting to burst out like (Editor’s Note: uh,
no Daniel, nothing bursting out of heads, please.) Talk about messy! Now is the
time to record! In this part of the book we’ll start by covering some common
software options for both Mac and PC users. We’ll follow that up with notes on
Skype.
Next, we head into your recording environment and then talk about proper
microphone technique on a variety of microphones. Following that, we get into
how to best use your voice and then wrap up with a lesson on using soundboards
for inserting music, ads or other pre-recorded material into the show while you’re
recording it (as opposed to putting those things in during post-production).
Let’s get that show down on tape15!

15. So to speak.
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Software
The recording process makes use of a few pieces of software, depending on your
needs. Solo podcasters may only use a program like Audacity to record into.
Podcasters with co-hosts or guests will need additional programs (Skype, Google
Hangouts, Soundflower, Audio Hijack Pro, and a number of others to choose
from) in order to the job done. We’re going to look at a broad overview of some
recommended programs.
This list is far, far from exhaustive. In order to keep this book under a thousand
pages, we are forced to reduce the list to a few major programs and a brief
overview of each. You’ll have enough information to get you started with each
one, but this will not serve as a complete reference for every single feature of
each program. Look for more information about each program in the Editing
section, beginning on page 79.
It needs to be reiterated…the multitrack editors about to be
discussed work well for a solo podcaster or with people in the
same room. If you will be recording with remote guests or cohosts via Skype, multitrack editors will not work! See page 64
for Skype call recording techniques.
Audacity (Mac/PC)

Audacity, available on both PC and Mac, is a free recording and multitrack editing
program. Many, many podcasters swear by Audacity for all their recording and
editing needs. Not only is Audacity free, it’s powerful. For podcasters, it’s got
enough under the hood to make production painless and turn out a high quality
show.
Of the three programs we’re going to look at, recording in Audacity is by far
the easiest to begin with. Simply launch the program and then press the record
button. No messing about with selecting or arming tracks, just open the program
and hit record. Press the stop button when you’re done. Couldn’t be easier.
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A session about to begin recording in Audacity for Mac.

Garageband (Mac)

Garageband is a free recording and multitrack editing tool that ships with every
new Mac. The interface is simple and easy to use, and the program is great
for basic podcasting needs. That’s an important bit there at the end of the last
sentence. Basic podcasting needs. Basic. Bay-sick.
Garageband is great for beginners, but is not very powerful. It lacks features of
more robust editing packages—and while we are talking about recording right
now, it stands to reason that you’ll be doing your editing in the same program
that you’re doing your recording.
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To record, simply click anywhere in the track list on the left to select a track to
record to. Press record when you’re ready to start. There’s nothing more to it.
Adobe Audition (Mac/PC)

Adobe Audition is top-notch, a professional-level piece of software that can do
just about anything and everything that an audio pro needs it to do. It is intuitive,
easy to use and understand, and is available on both PC and Mac.
It is absolutely awesome, and it is absolutely overkill for average podcasters.
For podcasters that weave in complicated pre-recorded bits or have extensive
editing and effects needs, Audition is great. For the majority of podcasters who
simply record their voice, their Skype guests or co-hosts, and maybe add a bit of
music to the beginning…it’s just overkill. At $349, this is a tough program to justify
if all you need it for is adding music to your show and taking out the occasional
accidental profanity.
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An empty project in Adobe Audition for Mac

Recording in Audition, like the other multitrack editors, is very simple. Position
the play head where you want to begin recording. Press the “R” icon in the
track you want to record to. This arms the track for recording (see the following
screenshot). Then, press the record button at the bottom of the window.

Skype

To hear some podcasters talk about it, Skype is the worst communications tool
ever. Unfortunately, they say, it’s the only tool we have that nearly everyone uses.
There are simply too few alternatives that have been widely adopted, they moan.
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It could be worse.

Skype has come a long, long way from its beginnings. Today, it is a strong tool
that enables groups of people to communicate easily and effectively. Call quality
has improved markedly in recent years and the limiting factors to quality reside
more in the hardware—microphones and computers—being used than in Skype
itself. In short, Skype is the recommended communications tool for podcasters
who wish to record with co-hosts or guests.
Recording Skype directly can be handled in a few ways.
PC users, meet Pamela.

Able to record video and audio calls, Pamela is arguably the most popular PC
application for recording Skype.
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Pamela is free if your recordings are 15 minutes long or less…which isn’t going to
work for most podcasters. To unlock the unlimited recording ability, you’ll need
the $27.09 “Call Recorder” version. The Professional and Business versions are
unlimited as well.
Other solutions for PC users include CallBurner and MX Skype Recorder.
Mac users, you’ve got the aptly named Call Recorder.
That tiny little window right there is pretty
much the whole of Call Recorder. When
running Skype, this recording button floats
on your desktop, waiting to be activated.
The program adds a tab (“Recording”) to
Skype’s Preferences window where you can
set many options regarding recording quality.
Like Pamela on the PC, Call Recorder handles
audio and video recording.
Call Recorder has only one version and it costs $19.95. There’s a 7-day free trial.
Mac and PC users have an additional option that may be
intriguing to users of Evernote. An app called Callnote will
record audio calls on Skype and save the resulting MP3 (along
with participants’ names and other info) to a note in Evernote.
From there, it can be retrieved, edited and posted. There are no
length restrictions and it’s free. The only limitation is that it can
only record eight participants simultaneously.
Google Hangouts

Let’s say you don’t much like Skype for some reason, but you’re really into
Google+. The popularity of Google+ may be debatable, but one thing that isn’t
debatable is the coolness of Google Hangouts. To participate in a Hangout, you’ll
need a Google+ account, so take care of that before investigating Hangouts if you
haven’t already.
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The downside of Google Hangouts? You have to fix your hair. And would it kill you
to shave once in a while, guys? Huh? Sit up straight, don’t slouch in front of the
computer like that. Once logged in, you’ll have a button for starting a Hangout in
the upper right corner of your window.
The thing is, recording a
Google Hangout is a little
trickier than recording Skype.
There are no plugins, so we
need to have a workaround.
Audio Hijack Pro, discussed
in the next section, is the
easiest option for Mac users.
Another option for Mac
fans is Soundflower, which
can route audio from the
web browser to a multitrack
recorder like Audacity. PC
users, you’re in a bit of a
pickle. The easiest route might
be to use Hangout’s built-in
video recording function, download the video and then split out the audio into a
separate file. Or, you could use a screen recording application like Camtasia and
just record the audio. Or, if you have an external recording device, like we talked
about on page 54, you can just plug that into your PC’s headphone jack and
record everything that way.
There’s options here, is what we’re saying. Overall though, until Google decides
to make audio-only an option for Hangout, we’re stuck with these workarounds.
Skype’s looking pretty good now, right?
Audio Hijack Pro (Mac)

Mac users looking for a more robust and feature-rich application for recording can
look to Audio Hijack Pro. Unlike the multitrack recorders, this application records
one source at a time, simultaneously. Wait, what?
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On the left, you’ll see several recording types. There’s Skype, there’s a Blue
Snowball microphone, iTunes, even the Google Chrome web browser. Each one of
these single sources may be captured (hijacked), and recorded to the location of
your choice—simultaneously. This is great for podcasters! This gives podcasters
the ability to record Skype along with iTunes for opening music. If you’d like to
play the audio from a YouTube clip in your show, hijacking and recording Google
Chrome can accomplish that.
We talked about what a “mix-minus” is on page
53. With Audio Hijack Pro, you can fake a mix-minus
by recording your microphone to one file and the output
from Skype—your co-hosts or guests—to another. When the
recording is done, the two separate recordings can be put into
a multitrack editor and combined into a final podcast. Detailed
instructions for pulling this off can be found online, and you’ll
need the Soundflower application to do it.
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An alternative to Audio Hijack Pro is Wire Tap Studio. It’s a little
more expensive, but it is a very powerful bit of software. Do be
aware that Wire Tap Studio is not fully compatible with OS X 10.8
Mountain Lion at the time of this writing. If you are investigating
these applications, be sure to check for compatibility with your
version of OS X before paying for it.
Environment
Maybe you are in the market for a studio to buy or rent. As a beginner or
intermediate-level podcaster, that isn’t very likely, so this chapter will focus on
home recording.
If you have a few thousand dollars to burn, you could soundproof a room in
your house and convert it into a studio. Cost prohibitive? Let’s talk about some
practical ideas for getting the best sound from your environment. To begin with,
size matters. The size of the room matters. Recording in the master bedroom
of a large house will likely yield echo that will make the audio sound hollow.
Podcasting from a smaller bedroom is best. Why a bedroom? Carpet. Assuming
your bedrooms are carpeted (or have rugs), sound waves will have one less
surface from which to bounce.
What about the walls? Plain, blank walls will reflect sound terribly. Anything that
can break up the flat wall will help. True, expensive foam 16 can be installed, but
that has downsides beyond just the price—it is fairly ugly and it removes any
usefulness from the walls. Unless you are really hard up for sound dampening
after trying a few other tricks, foam could be overkill for home recording.
Books! Bookshelves work well for breaking up echoes. A small, carpeted bedroom
lined with bookshelves will yield almost no echo. Paintings or framed posters do
not help much, but what’s life without a little art? No need to have every inch of
every wall covered by a bookshelf; be creative.

16. A glance at Amazon.com shows several types of acoustic foam on sale. Prices range from roughly
$8 to $12 per square foot at the time of this writing. An average room would need dozens of these.
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A room with no echo at all is called a “dead room”. Dead rooms
are expensive to construct and sound rather unnatural. The
goal here isn’t to remove all reverb from your recording, but to
remove excess reverb.
If bookshelves are not practical, you still have options for echoey rooms.
Hanging up clothes, sheets, blankets or towels around the room—or around your
desk—can work quite well. The goal is to prevent sound waves from bouncing,
and they don’t bounce well off of fabrics (the thicker the better). Similarly, setting
up a sound booth is a great way to kill reverb (which causes echoes).

Source: Amazon.com

The downside to a tabletop or portable sound booth like this is, of course, that
you’re talking in a box the whole time.
The trick to using objects to block reverb is to be creative. Don’t want to talk
in a box? How about hanging some towels from your ceiling around your desk,
enclosing you, your computer and your microphone? While the hooks might be
permanent, the towels don’t need to be. Don’t feel like hanging stuff from your
ceiling? Try recording in a closet—seriously, just remember to come out for air
periodically.
Try lowering your voice and bringing the microphone closer to your mouth.
Oftentimes, simply quieting yourself down a little bit is enough to keep the reverb
from getting out of hand. Do be careful, though, not to breathe on the mic while
you’re recording (see the next section for some good microphone techniques).
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The last point to consider about your environment is the noise created by fans,
computers, appliances and the outdoors. Rooms that face a busy road may have
traffic noise coming through the window that is unacceptable in a recording. Fans
should be set low, and that means not getting too close to an air conditioning
vent, too. Laptops do not produce much noise, generally, but if your computer
is a desktop model, make sure it’s under a desk away from the microphone.
Dishwashers, televisions, radios, washing machines, dryers…household appliances
have no place in a recording, so make sure they are either off or far enough away
in the house that you—or more importantly, your microphone—can’t hear them.
Microphone Technique
Microphone positioning plays a key role in the overall quality of your podcast.
Position it incorrectly, and you may breathe right into it. Nobody wants a Darth
Vader impersonator on a podcast that isn’t about Star Wars (and even then—
not when it’s unintentional, at least). Different microphones demand different
techniques, but generally it comes down to studio microphones vs. headsets.
Studio Microphones

Studio microphones are very, very sensitive. Your mouth is very, very noisy—and
not just when you’re talking. If you put a studio microphone right in front of your
mouth, the result will be… messy.

The audio equivalent of a Jackson Pollock.

You have a lot of options with a studio mic, and they’ll depend on a few factors.
Is the microphone handheld? Is it in a stand on your desk? On the end of a boom
arm? You’ll have the greatest flexibility with the boom, but if you’re without one,
it will help to remember a few things.
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Handhelds. If you’re holding the mic in your hand the whole time,
the most important thing to remember is to be consistent. Try
to keep the mic in the same general place, at the same general
distance from your face. Too much drastic movement will result
in an uneven sound during the recording. Hold the mic off the
center of your mouth, not right in front of it. Come in low as
well, this will be more comfortable for you. A distance of 8 to 10
inches is a good place to start. If you find yourself getting tired
of holding up a mic after an hour of recording, you may want
to invest in a stand or a boom. Some mics, like the popular Heil
PR-40, are not meant to be held in a hand, so keep that in mind if
you’re shopping for microphones.
Desktop stands. This can be tricky because stands
tend to be small and not very adjustable. As such,
they’ll often require you to put the mic right on
the desk in front of you. In this situation, you may
need to sit back from the mic to avoid breathing on
it or firing off too many plosives (the popped “p”
sounds). Remember too, not to lean over the mic.
Sit up straight, just like mom taught you. You will
probably be sitting back from the microphone by a
couple of feet. If your sound is thin or weak, simply
tweak the microphone’s input level (gain). If your
stand can support a pop filter, they are recommended.
Booms. Boom arms give you the best options
for microphone usage. They have the option
of attaching a pop filter and can be positioned
almost anywhere. Best of all, using a boom
means being able to lean back in your chair while
bringing the mic with you. Lean forward, lean
back, the boom will smoothly accommodate. For
best results, much like when using a handheld
microphone, position the mic off-center of your
mouth, and keep it at a distance of 8 to 10 inches to begin with. As you get
started talking, you may bring it in closer or move it further away as needed.
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Headsets are far trickier to deal with than regular microphones. The mic is
nearly always mere inches from your mouth or nose. Placing the mic right in
front of your mouth will result in terrible plosives. Placing it right under your
nose triggers the Darth Vader effect. For some inspiration, let’s turn to our good
friend, Ben Franklin.
In our first demonstration, Ben has his
microphone near his chin, following his
jawline. This is the preferred position, as
it will have few plosives and almost no
excess noise from the nose (unless Ben
is a really heavy breather). Should this
prove to be a noisy position, there’s an
alternative, albeit a less comfortable one.

Ben is sacrificing a bit of dignity here for
the sake of the recording. Putting the mic
up by the tip of the nose may look silly,
but it will get the job done.
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This particular headset has a long stem that arcs in front of the face. Many newer
headsets will have shorter stems that only reach your cheek or the corner of
your mouth. The shorter the stem, the less worry you’ll have about positioning
because the air coming out of your head won’t be an issue. Likewise, most
headset mics are fairly flexible. If yours is able to be bent into a position that’s not
directly in front of your mouth, that would be preferable.
Earbuds And Built-In Microphones

Although it is not recommended, it is possible to use the microphone on a set of
earbuds or a cell phone hands-free unit. The microphones on these are not high
quality, but if you do want to use one, you may want to hold the mic near your
mouth to improve the sound. Aside from that, there is not a lot you can do with
these, and you may want to clean up the audio in post-production.
Still, it is advisable to use a cell phone’s hands-free unit if the alternative is to use
a laptop’s built-in microphone. There is no way to kill reverb when talking into the
built-in mic, and even on top-of-the-line laptops, the mic quality will be one small
step up from awful. If you absolutely must use the built-in mic, do as much as you
can to deaden the room, speak clearly and in a slightly-quieter-than-normal voice.
Don’t get too close, but too far away and you’ll sound like you’re in a tunnel.
Some say that content trumps audio quality—that if your show is compelling
enough, people will sit through poorly recorded audio.
This is not a theory that one should test when it is so easy to take steps to
ensure the audio sounds good.
Bluetooth microphones are never recommended. They are
simply too unreliable, and the last thing you want is to get 45
minutes into an hour-long interview and then discover your
Bluetooth mic wasn’t transmitting because the battery died and
you didn’t get a notification. You would not be the first person
that has happened to.
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Using Your Voice
Learning how to best use your voice is a significant step toward sounding
like a pro. It cannot be promised that you will end up sounding like a 40-year
broadcasting veteran after reading this, but starting with these techniques will
get you going in the right direction. In order to learn how best to use your unique
voice, you need to understand where you’re starting from.
Listen to yourself. Pay attention to your pronunciation and diction. If you have
a noticeable accent, it may be distracting to listeners. Oh, you don’t need to
sound like a perfectly spoken gentleman or lady, but we’re after information in
this step of the process. If you trip over certain words, we need to know that. If
you say “you know” at the end of every third sentence or “like” inappropriately
in many others, we need to, like, work on that, you know? Really pay attention to
what you sound like and try to recognize your speech patterns. Once you have a
baseline, you may decide to try a few things.
The first thing that a lot of people should try first is to slow down. Speaking too
quickly can result in tripped-over words and long silences between thoughts as
your brain catches up to your mouth. It also results in far more “ums” and “ahs”
as you try to fill those gaps with something—anything—just to avoid the silences.
Slow down. There’s no rush.
Second, and this might sound counterintuitive, but embrace the silences. Rather
than say “um” or “ah” or any other verbal crutches, try just not saying anything at
all. Don’t go overboard, of course—you don’t want 20 second gaps of dead air in
your speech, but having natural pauses that aren’t filled by a crutch is great.
Next, sit up straight. Yes, your mother was right when she was nagging you as a
kid. Sitting up straight—not stiff, but naturally straight—does wonders for a voice.
The key here is to make your innards play nice together. Your diaphragm, lungs,
windpipe and mouth all need to work together for you to sound your best and
good posture puts them in the proper position. Also, eat your vegetables. Mom
was right about that, too.
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I told you so. Now eat your brussels sprouts.

Finally, be consistent and speak in a normal tone of voice. You don’t need to YELL
INTO THE MICROPHONE (ouch). It’s not across the room, it’s right in front of your
face. You don’t need to project, you don’t need to speak loudly for it to hear you.
Your listeners don’t want to be yelled at, and raising your voice, no matter the
content of what you’re saying, can make it sound like you’re yelling at them. Be
conversational and trust your microphone to pick you up. If necessary, you can
tweak the settings on the mic to make it more sensitive—better that than to raise
your voice too much.
If you have a naturally quiet speaking voice, though, that advice
kinda goes out the window. You might need to speak up more
than you’re normally used to, but do be careful not to cross that
line between speaking and yelling.
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Using Soundboards
Music, advertisements and sound effects can be added to your podcast in postproduction using the techniques that will be outlined in the Editing section of
this book. For podcasters who are deft with their fingers and can multitask,
inserting audio clips on-the-fly using a soundboard is a great alternative to postproduction work.
Software-based soundboards mimic the functionality of the old cart systems
found at radio stations. From the 1950’s until the late 1990’s, before stations
moved to CDs and computers, jingles, ads and stingers were played off of tapes
(cartridges, or carts) inserted into a cart machine. Radio DJs would cue up a
jingle or ad from a cart and press a button to play it at the appropriate time.
Fast forward to today, when software has replaced the cumbersome physical
cart systems. Apps for Mac, PC, iOS and Android exist to make the playing of
bits super easy—and with greater functionality than the old cart systems had.

Soundboard by Ambrosia, Mac OS X version

Each slot in this app holds one audio file and is assigned one hotkey—mouse
clicks work, too. To trigger the “Audible trial” advertisement in this example,
the number one can be pressed on the keyboard. To trigger the show’s theme
music, the letter Q can be pressed. All the slots are customizable for fade-outs
and their durations and they can have effects like reverb, delay and distortion
(among dozens of others) applied to them in real-time.
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Other soundboard apps have similar functionality, and nearly all share the same
basic layout: a grid of audio clips able to be fired off with hotkeys or mouse clicks.

Soundboard by Ambrosia again, this time for iPad

In this iPad soundboard, the mouse clicks and keyboard hotkeys are both
supplanted by the touchscreen interface. Audio clips are tapped to begin
playback. Much of the functionality of the desktop app is duplicated, including
support for fades and loops.
The method used to get these sounds into your podcast will vary depending on
your setup. If you are hardware-based, with a mixer, you may want to use an iOS
or Android soundboard on a mobile device. The headphone jack on the device
can be inserted into a free channel on the mixer. If you are software-based, you
may use an audio routing application to send the output from the soundboard
application to your recording application.
Mac users, check out the free Soundflower software
for all your complex audio routing needs. It’s an advanced
application, but worth learning if you are interested in using
multiple sound sources in your podcast.
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Not interested in using a dedicated soundboard application? For basic live audio
playback during your show, any MP3 player—iTunes, WinAmp, or others—will
suffice. Soundboard applications are more full-featured for this purpose, but if all
you’re looking to do is insert one file or sound effect, they might be enough.

Editing
By the end of the last section, you had all the tools necessary to record your
show. You set up your hardware, software and recording environment. You
positioned your microphone correctly, and you hit the record button. You talked
for a little while, and then pressed the stop button. Congratulations, you have an
episode that’s ready to be edited!
Editing a podcast is required before publication if one wishes to publish a
professional show. Editing need not be overly complicated or time consuming—it
is often enough to check and adjust the volume of the show and add in some
music to the beginning and/or end. Simple tasks like these can be handled by any
multitrack editor on any platform. This section will demonstrate common parts
of multitrack editors and provide instruction for the task of adding pre-recorded
audio to a show (music, ads, etc.).
This book you are reading does not seek to supplant the manuals and Help files
that come with the various multitrack editors. To give step-by-step instruction in
each of the dozens of editors available on Mac, PC and Linux would be a severe
undertaking that would leave you, gentle reader, extraordinarily overwhelmed.
Adobe Audition will be used for examples frequently throughout this chapter,
as will Audacity. Both are excellent tools and the concepts introduced, even the
step-by-step instructions in many cases, will translate well to other software
packages.
Parts Of A Multitrack Editor
Multitrack editors vary in form, but generally hold to a number of common
elements. For the first part of this section, Adobe Audition is used as an example.
Before looking at the screenshots, though, a bit of terminology.
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»» Clip - A clip is a bit of recorded audio. This can be your intro music, an
advertisement, or your show itself. Each clip is an independent file on
your computer that gets imported onto a track.
»» Track - Every clip lives on a track and all the tracks together make up your
project—which you will render into a finished podcast. Tracks stack like
layers. You will hear every sound on every active track at the same time.
»» Render - When the project is laid out the way you want it, you will
render the project down to an MP3 file. Every active track, with all of its
attributes, will be combined with every other active track to create just
one file—your finished podcast.
»» Playhead - In every multitrack editor there exists a strip across the top
of the tracks that usually contains a timeline. You may click at a point on
the timeline to position the playhead. Then, when you press play, the
playback will begin at that point.
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1. A selection of tools. In order to manipulate the clips that are layered in
a multitrack editor, tools are required. Each tool turns your cursor into
an instrument capable of performing a function. There will usually be a
Move tool at least, or else the default function of the cursor will be to
move clips. Other tools may include a Split tool and a Time Selection tool,
among others. Note that some editors (such as Garageband) do not use
tools in quite the same way, but instead use menu commands to affect
clips in the editing pane.
2. A list of all the clips being used. Many editors will include a pane that
details all the clips available to the project.
3. A list of effects being applied to a selected clip. Some editors will
treat effects such as reverb and compression as layers to be moved and
adjusted. Other editors will use menu commands to execute these kinds
of effects and they are non-adjustable after they are applied (these are
called destructive edits because they make permanent changes to a clip).
4. History. Some editors will have a panel or pane that lists several edits
that have been made to the project and allow the user to go back to any
of them in the event that a previous version needs to be restored.
5. Levels. All editors will have a panel or pane that displays the volume
of the project. Keep an eye on this panel, as you should take steps to
ensure that your final product is not too loud (more about loudness on
84).
6. The tracks. This is the heart of every multitrack editor. Each track is
one layer of sound that, when put together, make up your podcast.
Intro music may go on one track while your recorded show file goes
on another. Advertisements may go on their own tracks as may sound
effects or stingers (stingers are traditional sound bytes that are played
between two segments). Each track is independent of all others and can
have volume adjustments or effects added to it.
7. The project navigator. Many editors feature a navigator that allows for
zooming in on a region and jumping from one point in the project to
another.
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The user interface of the free Audacity editor is similar in many ways to the more
expensive Adobe Audition, but with fewer options. Much of the functionality that
Audition puts in panels or panes can be found in Audacity menu commands.
1. A selection of tools. Selection, Zoom, Time Shift and other useful tools
are found here in the interface.
2. The tracks. The heart of the editor, the tracks may be shifted, altered,
split and processed. Like the previous example, the tracks are layered
and may be edited independently of one another.
3. Levels. The master volume of the project, this is one of the most
important pieces of information the application offers you.
4. Additional tools. Audacity demonstrates here that multitrack editors
have their own unique interfaces. Here we see tools for zooming,
selecting silence, copying and pasting. Adobe Audition does not offer all
of these tools in the interface, instead reserving some of them for menu
commands.
Looking at other multitrack editors, we see many elements that are present in the
Audacity and Audition examples.
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Garageband

Amadeus Pro (screenshot via hairersoft.com)
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Logic Pro (screenshot via Wikipedia)

Basic Editing Tasks
As a podcaster, you have a few basic editing tasks to perform in order to ensure
that your final podcast file meets some basic quality guidelines. These tasks do
not include removing every instance of “um” or “ah” in your speech17. Rather,
your editing (or post-production) stage should focus on getting the best sounding
audio from your recording. This stage also includes the insertion of additional
clips for your intro music, ads or other content that needs to be added into the
final podcast.
Levels

One of the most important tasks in post-production is to ensure that the volume
of the podcast is not too high. Audio that is set at a proper level will sound
great. Set the audio too loud, and you introduce clipping, which is a fuzziness or
distortion that you’ll hear. Too much clipping and your show becomes unbearable
to listen to and your audience will drop out.

17. Well, you can, but you really shouldn’t, unless they are really excessive.
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In this panel from Adobe Audition, we see the levels ranging from green to red.
Not all multitrack editors are color-coded this way, but all will have the levels
available for monitoring. During your recording and playback during editing, you
will see the bars bounce as every sound is processed. For color-coded displays,
bouncing into the red is undesirable. Green and yellow is preferable.
Numerically, you should be shooting for an upper limit between −6 dB and −1
dB, with the lower number (-6 dB) being closer to the ideal. Trying for the higher
value (-1 dB) can result in occasional peaking and clipping if you’re not very, very
careful.
What’s a dB? That’s the notation for decibel, and for the purposes
of this subject, it’s a measure of power as it relates to loudness
or volume. For more about decibels, Wikipedia is a great place
to start and it lists many resources for further reading.

Curious about why we’re measuring with negative
numbers? Multitrack editors measure decibel
amplitude as dBFS, or decibels relative to full scale. The
maximum possible digital level is defined as 0 dBFS. Any higher
than zero, and distortion occurs. If zero is the maximum, then
the only numbers lower that we have to work with are negatives.
For more about dBFS, begin with Wikipedia, which has many
references and additional resources.
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What happens when the sound is too loud and it starts to clip? If the sound was
recorded too “hot” to begin with (meaning too loud), there is very little that can
be done about it. Once distortion is introduced, it is very, very difficult to get it
out. For audio that was properly recorded, it is quite easy to ensure that levels are
not set too high during the post-production stage.
Every track has independent volume controls. Consider this screenshot:

The red box on the left indicates the track’s master volume control. Adjusting
this up or down will affect the volume across every clip on the entire track. The
arrows are pointing to this particular clip’s volume envelope. This is a clip-specific
line on which you can create points. Each point can be raised or lowered, and the
volume will change accordingly. In this example, the clip begins at full volume,
then drops down to a lower volume for a period of time. This is intro music for a
podcast, so the host begins to talk when the volume lowers the first time. After
a little bit of talking with the music in the background, the music’s volume lowers
into infinity, silencing it—a fade-out.
Working with track and clip volume is a vital skill for podcasters.
Note that some editors do not allow for per-clip volume envelopes and are set up
for track-length volume envelopes only (Garageband, for one).
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Multitrack editors have filters and effects that can
be applied to a clip or a track. One such effect is the
Hard Limiter. This effect functions as the name implies: it
sets a hard limit, beyond which audio will not go. This is the
Hard Limiter options panel from Adobe Audition:

The two important numbers here are the Maximum Amplitude
and the Input Boost. If your goal is −3dB, set your Maximum
Amplitude to −3dB and your audio will go no louder. If your
recording is a little to quiet, you may increase its volume with
the Input Boost. The audio will be louder but will still stop at
−3dB (or whatever you set for your maximum). This effect may
go by a slightly different name in the editor of your choice, so be
sure to check your documentation.
Intro/Outro Music

Professional podcasts make use of music as a lead-in to the show and as a
closing. Adding pre-recorded bits to a podcast is a basic editing technique and
the procedure is nearly identical in all multitrack editors (keyboard shortcuts
may vary). We’ll get into the method in just a moment, but first, a few words
about music and your show’s intro and outro.
A common way to handle a show intro is to use a flow that runs like this:
Promo > Music > Host introduction with ducking > Music fade out > Show
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A promo for a sponsor or affiliate offer might last 20 to 30 seconds, the opening
music might last 15 to 20 seconds before the host comes in, and the ducked
music (i.e. softer music) might last another half a minute before fading out.
The entire intro in this example is under two minutes, which is a good length—
especially with the host coming in within the first minute.
If your music is good, nobody is going to complain if it’s 20 seconds vs. 15
seconds long. If people are really getting annoyed in the time it takes to count to
five, then you have a problem and it’s probably not the length of the song that’s
at fault. That said, you shouldn’t make people wait needlessly! Shows that play
45 seconds or a full minute of music will start bleeding listeners who get bored
and drop out.
When ducking an intro song, try for a natural point in the song to duck—in
between musical phrases, with a key change, a tempo change, something like
that. When you’re working with royalty-free podsafe music, your choices may be
limited. If you hire someone to make the music for you, it’s a lot easier.

Ducking? Podsafe? What the what?!
Ducking refers to the lowering of music from the foreground to
the background. Your music begins at full volume, but when you
want to start speaking, you lower it so that you’re not competing
with the music for your listener’s ears.
Podsafe refers to music that has been made available for free
use in podcasts. No need to worry about royalties, payments
or copyright issues. The music has been cleared for your use. A
great resource for such music is Mevio’s Music Alley. Do not use
commercial music in your podcast if you don’t have the rights!
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Outros, the music and credits that are inserted at the end of your show, are a
little more flexible. Don’t drag on for too many minutes, but a full minute or two
of music and credits is not excessive.
ProTip: A common way to begin an outro is to duck the closing music under the
hosts for a minute or two before the show actually ends. While this certainly
sounds good, it can be a cue to listeners that you’re done talking about anything
important and they can tune out. If you’re going to use ducked music in your final
few minutes, make a point of not saying anything too crucial that you don’t want
anyone to miss. Alternatively, just don’t use ducked music in this way at all.
Inserting Pre-Recorded Audio

Many podcasters make great use of listener feedback lines (see page 148 for
more on setting up voicemail for listeners). Hosts can produce an entire segment
based on these voicemails, answering questions, turning them into comedy bits,
or using them as lead-ins to a topic. Once the voicemails are collected, they need
to be inserted into the show. This can be done live or in editing. Live insertion
using soundboards was covered on page 77.
Like listener voicemails, hosts may want to insert music intros, stingers,
advertisements or sound effects such as applause or cheering. The method of
inserting any of these into a show is the same as inserting any other bit of prerecorded audio. For this example, a commercial break will be added to the middle
of a show, an episode of Zap!. The editor here is Adobe Audition, but the basic
instructions will apply to any multitrack editor.
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In the first step, the pre-recorded bit is dropped into a track and positioned
where it should begin playing—right about the 31-minute mark in this case. The
show file, on its own track, is selected.
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Next, the show file is split. Every editor has the ability to chop a clip into pieces—
look in the application’s menus and you’ll find the command if there isn’t a
cursor-based tool to use. Here, the show file has been split and the new clip on
the right selected.

Finally, the new clip on the right is dragged to the point where the mid-roll
commercial break ends. That is really all there is to it. This method can be used
to insert any number of pre-recorded bits throughout the show. A word of
caution, however. Be very, very aware of splitting clips and moving all of them to
the proper positions. Were you to split the clip on the left again, to add a break
earlier in the show, you must move those first edits you made further down in
the show. They may not (in almost all cases will not) move on their own if you
make additional edits earlier in the timeline18.
It may be that you simply want to drop in a sound effect and have it play over
the show file. Dropping in applause, for example, is not something that calls for
the splitting of show file clips in most cases. These tracks function like layers.
You will hear, at any given point, every bit of audio on every active layer. This
is why we split clips to insert advertisements. If we didn’t, you would hear the
advertisement playing over the show recording in a jumbled mess. This may be
the desired result however, for sound effects such as applause or cheering.
18. Advanced tools in most multitrack editors can make these types of edits possible. See your
editor’s documentation for more information.
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Inserting a promo or music intro at the beginning of the show?
Follow the same instructions! Simply drop the pre-recorded
audio into the beginning of an empty track and then click-anddrag the show file over to the right to accommodate.
ID3 Tags
When you import an MP3 file into iTunes, Winamp, Windows Media Player or
most other modern MP3 players, it isn’t magic that the player knows the title,
artist, album and track number (among many other things) associated with the
file. This information is carried in the MP3 file in the form of ID3 tags.

Two confusingly unrelated forms of ID3 exist: ID3v1 and ID3v2. As a podcaster,
the only version you should concern yourself with is ID3v2. Version 2 stores
data better, has more space available for text and images, and is recognized by
every MP3 player that matters. While you are surely interested in the technical
specifications of ID3 tags and their history going back to the 1990’s, we must
regretfully move on to the actual use of the tags. If you would like to geek out on
the specs, check out ID3.org.
Let’s get into how you can actually use ID3 tags, what you can do with them, and
what software can set the tags.
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Podcasters do not use ID3 tags the same way that musicians do because, really,
do we produce albums? Without albums, do track numbers make any sense?
What about tags like Composer, Lyricist, or Conductor? No, we podcasters need
to be creative. Not every tag will be used and some will be used in ways that
aren’t necessarily the way they were meant to be.
Artist			
Album		
Title			
Track			
Year			
Genre			
Comment		
Composer		
Copyright		
URL			

The name(s) of the talent or the name of the podcast network
Your show’s name
The episode title
The episode number
The year the show was recorded
Podcast19
Great for providing feedback instructions
Your name, the talent’s name…this one is flexible
©20XX Your Name. (Or whatever copyright you’d like to use.)
The show’s website

Going beyond this list of tags is overkill for most podcasters. All the relevant
information about the podcaster and the show is in that list, and extended tags
like Lyricist, Conductor or Orchestra simply don’t make sense for us. Even the
Composer tag isn’t really necessary when putting your name in the artist field,
but it can come in handy for some podcasters. QAQN podcast episodes list
“QAQN.com” as the Artist and “Daniel M. Clark” as the Composer (used here to
mean “host”). This serves to keep all QAQN shows together in the playlist while
allowing that shows have different hosts.
Do people actually look at this stuff? Sure, some do. Since it only
takes a few seconds to set your tags, it is recommended that you
make the effort. The person who looks at your tags and sees
your feedback phone number listed in the Comment might just
give you a call.
These are recommendations. Do you want to use your show name in the Artist
field? Go for it. There are no hard and fast rules here.
19. If the tag editor uses a pre-defined list of genres, this may not be included. They’ll include Polka
and New Age but not Podcast. Go figure.
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Artwork is handled a little differently. It’s embedded in the MP3 file, but you
don’t type anything the way you type in the Artist or Title. ID3 tag editors will
have a drag-and-drop option or some other mechanism for adding an image file
to the MP3. Let’s have a look at some software options.
MP3 Players

Most modern MP3 players have the ability to edit ID3 tags and the process is
often the same: right click the name of the file in the playlist and choose Edit
ID3, Info, Get Info, Edit Metadata, or something similar. This is what iTunes 10
looks like when right clicking on a file in the library and choosing Get Info:

Note that some of the fields have different names than what we listed. This
demonstrates that ID3 tags are a de facto standard. That is, they are generally
used—and presented—the same way by everyone, but there is no governing
body that set a rigorous standard to which everyone must adhere. In iTunes,
Name is the track title—the name of the song in this case.
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Here we see the Artwork tab in the iTunes Info window. This is a drag-and-drop
interface and will accept common image types such as .png, .jpg and .gif.
This is the view in the Mac
version of Songbird, a crossplatform media player. You
can see here all the same
fields that iTunes provides,
albeit laid out a little
differently. Here, the option
to change the artwork is a
button that, when pressed,
opens a file browser to find
your artwork.
Of the available options for
editing ID3 tags, using a media
player to get it done is not a
bad choice. They usually have
all the most important tags.
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Multitrack Editors

When editing a podcast, the multitrack editor you use may have the ability to edit
ID3 tags. Most editors do, to some extent. Unfortunately, to say “to some extent”
is really a kindness. First, here is all the information that Audacity allows you to
put in your ID3 tag:

Title, Artist, Album, Track, Genre and a single line for Comments. Not a lot to work
with here. True, the first three fields are the most important fields, so Audacity
does have that going for it, but overall, this leave a lot to be desired. Here’s what
Garageband offers:
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Even worse. Here, we get the Artist and Title along with…Composer? Parental
Advisory? The problem with Garageband is that it bucks the standard, de facto
though it may be, and assumes that as a podcaster, this is all you need. Well, that
may be true. It might be all you need. It might be the bare minimum…but why go
with the bare minimum?
One last example of this—Adobe Audition. Normally an excellent application,
even Audition stumbles when it comes to ID3 tags. The process to set them is
convoluted. You must first export your multitrack project as an MP3 file and then
open that MP3 file in Audition (in the Waveform view). Press CTRL-P (Windows) or
CMD-P (Mac) to call up the tag editing window.

All the best tags are represented, save one.
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Where’s the artwork?
So, MP3 players are merely okay, multitrack editors are a bust, what does that
leave you for ID3 editing options?
Recommended: ID3 Editor

If you want access to every bit of data that can be contained in an ID3, there is
one application that puts the MP3 players and the multitrack editors to shame.

The big dog.

ID3 Editor—yes, that’s its name—by PA Software is a gem. Available for Mac
and PC, the app can set every ID3 tag available. The tags that iTunes can’t
touch, ID3 Editor can handle. Artwork is drag-and-drop. It handles multiple files
simultaneously in a batch process.
Tags like Copyright and URL, which podcasters should consider important, are
handled with ease. ID3 Editor sports a command line interface for advanced users
who want to edit MP3 files with a script.
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Script? Wha? Scripts are little programs that you can
write to perform certain tasks. Using ID3 Editor, you
could write a script that would automatically add ID3 tags
to your file. Instead of editing the MP3 in the program itself,
you could, say, pop up a window that asks you for the episode
title, then the script will fill in that information along with data that
doesn’t change from episode to episode, like the Artist, Album and
Copyright.

Just a thought.

If all of this sounds like an advertisement for ID3 Editor, well, apologies all around.
It is tough to extol the virtues of something without sounding like a salesman
sometimes. Rest assured, this program is worth the $15 it is being sold for, and
there is a free trial version. If you don’t like it, then iTunes—or whatever MP3
player you like—would probably be the next best thing.
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Chapter Five: Publishing
You created a podcast and recorded the first episode then edited it. You set
your ID3 tags and now you’re ready to publish! Awesome!
Let’s start with where you should put your MP3 files. We’ll talk about media
hosts, how to transfer your files and what FTP is. Then we’ll get into stats
tracking, because it’s really hard to grow a show if you aren’t measuring
growth! Next, it’s all about Wordpress, the most popular platform for
podcasters. After that, we’ll talk about what you can do if you have an existing
website that’s not running on Wordpress. We’ll wrap up this section with ideas
and instruction for getting into podcast directories such as iTunes and Zune.
Here we go!

Media Hosting
DO NOT under ANY circumstances, host your podcast’s MP3
files on a shared hosting web server!
How do you know if you’re on a shared hosting plan with your web host? Well,
two clues. First, does it have a name like Bluehost, Dreamhost, or HostGator20?
Second, are you paying less than an arm and a leg for your service? Shared
hosting is the cheap stuff, the $5.95 a month “unlimited” plan that all the
hosting companies provide. The trouble with these cheap shared web hosts
is that when they say “unlimited” what they really mean is “you’re totally
limited.” Yes, you have all the storage space you could ever want or need. Yes,
you [usually] have all the bandwidth you can handle. What you don’t have is
CPU cycles. That’s one way they get you.
You see, when you start uploading large media files (anywhere from 10 MB to
50+ MB for a podcast), and it gets popular, the server starts cranking out these
files to hundreds or even thousands of people at a time. The server’s processor
ramps up, which impacts the other hundreds of websites sharing your server.
Other site owners complain, your site gets shut down for using too much of
20. Pretty much anything with the word host in it, apparently.
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the CPU. For a few more examples of times that “unlimited” doesn’t really mean
“unlimited”, just scan the Terms of Service for any shared hosting plan. Start with
Bluehost21 (section 8 is where to look).
Unfair? Well…not really. It may be unseemly that these hosts all advertise
“unlimited” resources and then put language to the contrary in their Terms of
Service, but really, should they be expected to let one customer ruin the server
for the hundreds of other sites sharing it? A debate for another time, perhaps.
So, how do you avoid this? Well, you can just…not get popular. That’s one way.
Serving up the occasional podcast file to a person or ten isn’t going to raise any
red flags. Or, you can just stay off the shared hosting for your media and sign up
with a proper media host—a company designed to handle streaming media. Web
hosts are great for hosting websites, not media. We have three recommendations
for this.
Amazon S3
If you’re looking for a dirt-cheap place to store your media, Amazon S3 is the right
choice. S3 leverages the power of Amazon to provide some of the least expensive
storage around; we’re talking pennies, here. You can literally store and serve up
a popular weekly podcast and pay less than a couple of bucks a month. You pay
only for what storage and bandwidth you use and at the time of this writing, it’s
free for the first year22.

As of October, 2012. Remember, a podcast file is somewhere between
10 and 50 megabytes. They’re charging by the gigabyte. Pennies.
21. It may seem like I’m picking on Bluehost, but it’s only because I like them so much. I’m a
customer of theirs (for hosting my sites, not my media, obviously). –Daniel
22. Restrictions apply. 5GB of storage, 15GB of data transfer, 20,000 GET requests and 2,000 PUT
requests per month for the first year.
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What Amazon gives you in low cost, it makes up for in a total lack of userfriendliness. Signing up for S3 is challenging enough, figuring out how to use
it the first time is enough to make you pull your hair out—unless you’re super
geeky and you’ve seen systems like this before.
Amazon itself has put together a good tutorial for getting started with S3. This
tutorial is highly recommended because as this author can tell you, flailing
around trying to figure it out yourself is very, very frustrating.

Should you choose to use Amazon S3 for your media hosting needs, you may
either upload your podcasts via the web interface or a file transfer client. We
will examine FTP client options after our examination of the media hosts, on
page 105.
DANGER, WILL ROBINSON!
Eagle-eyed readers will note that storage costs and transfer costs are two
separate things. Yes, file storage is dirt-cheap. Transfer though, is another thing
entirely. For a new show or a show with a small audience, Amazon is still very
inexpensive. Let’s look at what happens when you get popular, though.
As of October 2012, Amazon says that the first GB of transfer is free. After that,
you will be charged 12 cents per GB up to 10 TB (which is 10,000 GB). For the
sake of this example, you are a podcaster who produces one hour-long show per
week and your episode file size is 50 MB.
If you have a small audience and only average 100 downloads per episode, your
transfer would be 20,000 MB, or 20 GB (50 MB per show x 100 downloads x 4
shows per month). Your first GB is free, and you will be charged 12 cents on each
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of the remaining 19 GB for a monthly transfer bill of $2.28. Not bad, right?
But you can probably see where this is going. If you grow your audience to 1,000
downloads per episode, your total monthly bill jumps to $22.80. Grow it to 5,000
downloads per episode, and you’re looking at over $100 a month.
For just one show.
Many podcasters branch out and produce multiple shows. For the podcaster
running three hour-long podcasts weekly and uploading 12 episodes a month,
seeing any of them get popular could be very expensive!
But what happens when you get really popular? Let’s say that you get mentioned
on a popular blog or podcast, or, in a case of divine intervention, a nationally
broadcast television program. A sudden influx of downloads could be a disaster,
financially speaking. What if your most recent show suddenly had 100,000
downloads? And if half that number went looking for your previous show? And if
a lot of that number went looking three weeks back? Or four weeks back? What
happens when your newfound audience suddenly downloads 300,000 episodes in
a single month?
Well, at 50 MB per show, that’s 15,000,000 MB of transfer. That’s 15,000 GB.
Your first GB is free (couldn’t help but laugh as that was being typed). You will be
charged 12 cents on each of the remainder, up to 10,000 GB and 9 cents on the
remainder over that.
12 cents on 10,000 MB comes to $1,200. Nine cents on 4,999 GB comes to
roughly $450, for a total bill of $1,650, give or take a few pennies ($1,649.91).
Sure hope your advertising or sponsorships can make up for that, because you’re
probably going to see a similar bill the following month.
Blubrry
Blubrry is the company behind the massively popular PowerPress plugin for
Wordpress. Let’s get one thing out of the way right up front: pricing. There are
four hosting packages23 and they are all based on how much you will be uploading
to them each month. For $12 per month, you may upload 100 MB (which is 2-3
23. As of October, 2012.
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hour-long shows). $20 per month gets you 250 MB, $40 per month doubles that
to 500 MB and $80 per month doubles that to 1 GB.
This introduces us to the concept of rolling storage. Take the month of July. Let’s
say that on July first, your 100 MB account “begins.” Over the next 30 days, you
upload four podcasts that, all added up, come to 95 megabytes. On August first,
your storage resets and you start over at zero. From August first to the end of the
month, you can upload another three or four podcasts—as long as you don’t go
over your 100 MB limit. The uploads from July are no longer factored in.
Your old episodes are still there, still accessible and can still be listened to! They
simply don’t count toward your storage limits anymore.
We talked about Amazon S3 only costing pennies, so why pay twelve or twenty
dollars a month for a service like Blubrry? For one thing, stats. We’ll be talking
about stats shortly, but premium stat tracking with Blubrry costs $5/month. It’s
included for free with their hosting packages. Blubrry is extraordinarily easy to
use. You may upload your episodes using their web interface at blubrry.com or
using your PowerPress plugin on your own site. FTP uploading is available upon
request.
And more importantly? Transfer is included. No risk of running up a bill in the
hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Be sure to check out Blubrry.com for more information about
their additional features and services. The goal of this part of
the book is to have a look at storage options, which is why we’re
focusing on price and file management only.

Libsyn
Much of what was said about Blubrry also applies to Libsyn. The pricing structure
is more flexible here though, with plans beginning at $5/month24. Five dollars a
month gets you 50 MB of storage, good for an hour long podcast, maybe two,
24. As of October, 2012.
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every month. Fifteen dollars per month increases that dramatically, to 250 MB,
and a podcaster who records one hour a week would be quite comfortable.
$20/month increases the allowance to 400 MB, a level that most audio-only
podcasters will stop at. Podcasters who produce several different podcasts
though, will need additional space. There are options for 600, 800 and 1,000 MB.
Libsyn’s top tier is $75/month for 1.5 GB of monthly storage.
Rolling monthly storage is a standout feature with Libsyn. Upload as many shows
as will fit into your plan every month; at the beginning of each 30-day period,
your usage is wiped clean and you begin again with an empty bucket, so to speak.
Don’t worry, your old episodes haven’t gone anywhere, they just don’t count
toward your storage limits anymore!
Your monthly plan also includes transfer, so unlike services that charge a little bit
that can add up to a massive bill, you will be able to ride out surges in popularity
without a big financial blow.

Podcast MP3s may be uploaded through Libsyn’s web interface or by FTP.
Repetition alert! Be sure to check out Libsyn.com for more
information about their additional features and services. The
goal of this part of the book is to have a look at storage options,
which is why we’re focusing on price and file management only.

What is FTP?
FTP: File Transfer Protocol. This is a client/server method of transferring files
that’s older than the internet and quite easy to use.
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A client is a resource requester. A server is a resource provider. In this context,
there’s a computer that you will connect to remotely. It’s the server. Your
computer is requesting its services, so it’s the client. The software that you
use to make the connection to the server is called “client software” or simply
(confusingly perhaps) a client.
You may have your own favorite FTP client, and that’s awesome. It’s beyond the
scope of this book to list them all because there are—literally—dozens to choose
from on every platform. We’ll list three popular clients—both free!—as well as
touch briefly on the built-in FTP capabilities of OS X and Windows.
Cyberduck (PC/Mac)

Cyberduck is a free, open source application for both Mac and Windows. Want to
connect to a server—nearly any kind of server? This is your app.

The server list on Mac OS X.

Of note to podcasters is the ability to upload not only to FTP servers, but to
Amazon S3 buckets. One of the downsides that we listed when talking about S3
was the user-unfriendliness of it. Well, this alleviates a lot of that.
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It would be unfair to simply call Cyberduck an FTP client since it will connect to
FTP, SFTP, S3, WebDAV, Google Cloud Storage, Windows Azure, Rackspace Cloud
Files and Google Drive. It’s more like an…everything client.

The file list on Windows.

Cyberduck works just like the Finder on Mac or Windows Explorer on Windows.
Files are arranged in folders or directories, and you may drag and drop things in
and out of the window to initiate transfers.
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FileZilla (PC/Mac/Linux)

FileZilla is a free, open source FTP client that will run on Windows, Mac and
Linux. Capable of connecting to FTP, SFTP and FTP over SSL/TLS (FTPS), this will
take care of the needs of podcasters who aren’t using a proprietary system like
Amazon S3. The interface presents you with a lot of information about your file
system, the remote file system, and all the transfer information and status codes.
If it looks overwhelming, don’t worry, there is excellent documentation.

A slightly older Windows version. Image via filezilla-project.org

Built-into OS X

Although it’s not nearly as full-featured as Cyberduck or Filezilla (or pretty much
any other FTP client), the ability to connect to an FTP server is baked right
into Mac OS X (all versions). From the desktop, or any Finder window, press
Command-K25 to bring up the Connect to Server window. Type in the address
of the server you want to connect to. For servers that you’ll be connecting to
regularly, click the + icon to add the server to a Favorites list.

25. Also accessible from the Finder’s Go menu.
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You will need to enter your security credentials when uploading your podcast’s
MP3s, but for this example, we’re connecting as a Guest to a public server.

Once connected, the FTP server is mounted in your system just like any other
hard drive or disk. You may browse files and folders in the Finder window and
drag-and-drop items into and out of it. This doesn’t replace the advanced
functionality of dedicated FTP clients, but in a pinch, it’s available for you.
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Built-into Windows

Being a very old technology, FTP has been baked into Windows for a long time
(it’s in every version of Windows, as far as we’ve been able to determine).

Raise your hand if you remember this. Congratulations, you’re old. Via toastytech.com

Connecting to an FTP server in Windows is extraordinarily easy. Open a
Windows Explorer window, click in the location bar, and type the server
address. Follow the prompts for username and password, and that’s it. You’re
connected to the FTP server.
But you don’t want to connect just one time, you will be uploading hundreds
of episodes of your wildly popular show! You should set up a Network Drive.
For this, we will turn to the excellent tutorial provided by Redmond Pie. This
process will work for Windows XP, Vista and 7.
The upcoming Windows 8 looks to be a complete rewrite of
the basic windows user interface. FTP connections—while they
will assuredly be possible—may be handled in a completely
different way.
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Stats Tracking
If you are not tracking your episode downloads and site visitors, you will have a
really hard time growing as a podcaster. Now, don’t worry, nobody is suggesting
you start spying on people or stealing private information! No, stat tracking
for podcasters means knowing how many downloads of your shows there
have been, and where they are downloaded to and when. Those are the bare
minimum basics.
How does download information come in handy? Let’s say you do a show about
comic books. Your episode about publisher DC Comics, you learn from your
statistics, got downloaded 1,976 times last month. Your episode about rival
publisher Marvel Comics got downloaded 15,815 times.
Which publisher do you think should be the focus in future episodes?
You see, without download tracking, you may never know which shows your
listeners are really loving. That episode about DC Comics might have been
a personal favorite of yours, but if you keep doing episodes like it, you’ll be
missing out on a larger audience.

Do you think it might be helpful to know 10% of your audience is Canadian? It might be, eh.
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Looks like the efforts to get people to subscribe in Zune have been paying off.

How Tracking Works
A service provider such as Blubrry.com or Podtrac.com will give you a redirect
code. This is a snippet of a URL or web address that you simply use as a prefix
to your MP3 file location. Here’s an example. Let’s say that Blubrry is used for
tracking statistics. Their redirect code looks like this:
http://media.blubrry.com/yourshow
If your MP3 file is located at:
http://the-mp3-location.com/show-file.mp3
Then the mashed up version will be this:
http://media.blubrry.com/yourshow/the-mp3-location.com/show-file.mp3
See, you just remove the http:// from the MP3 file location and tack the
remaining bit onto the redirect code. This is the URL that you plug into
PowerPress or any other plugin that handles your show file (we’ll be talking about
PowerPress shortly) when you are writing the post that contains your episode and
show notes.
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OR
Simply enter the redirect URL into the PowerPress plugin settings. For a site
with a single show, enter it on the Services & Stats tab on the main PowerPress
Settings page. To track shows on a category basis, enter the redirect URL in the
Other Settings tab on the category’s Podcast Settings page. Further instructions
for PowerPress begin on page 119.

Categories > (category name) > Podcast Settings > Other Settings
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We’re not getting into it in this book because it’s not podcastingspecific, but tracking your website visitors is another good way
to gauge how well you are doing and what people are looking
for. A service like Google Analytics can give you a wealth of
information about your visitors and it’s very easy to set up. If
Google isn’t your friend, there are dozens of quality competitors.

You can find them by searching Google.

Setting up Wordpress
Over 16% of Alexa’s Top 1 Million websites run on one platform: Wordpress.
In 2011 it was reported that 22% of all new domains run on one platform:
Wordpress26. It is immensely powerful, surprisingly easy to use with a small
learning curve, and it can’t be beat for podcasters. Though we will touch on
setting up other platforms in a little while, the vast majority of what we’ll discuss
is Wordpress.
Since this is a podcasting book, we will forgo the installation of Wordpress and
some of the options and set-up steps that do not apply to podcasters. Entire
books have been written about Wordpress and if you are a total newcomer to the
platform, you should start with a square one resource (Wordpress.org is a great
place to start). If you are a Wordpress user who is getting into podcasting, much
of this will be quite familiar to you.
Let’s pick it up with the first thing you should do after installing Wordpress for the
first time: the Settings pages.

26. Source: http://techcrunch.com/2011/08/19/wordpress-now-powers-22-percent-of-new-activewebsites-in-the-us/
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Settings
The very first thing that all new Wordpress sites should have taken care of are the
Settings. On the left, at the bottom of the menu, click the Settings link. A number
of pages will drop down. We need only concern ourselves with three at this time.
Three pages contain important options that podcasters need to pay attention
to. The rest of the pages are optional or contain settings that are personal
preferences rather than crucial operational items.
General Options

There are few things to concern yourself with here, but the ones you do need to
set are quite important. The site title, tagline and two addresses here must be set
properly!

Reading

Here we have a couple of settings that are quite important for podcasters to pay
attention to. First, keep your “Blog pages show at most” setting to something
reasonable. More than ten, unless your theme is really optimized for a high
number, is probably too much. Even more importantly for podcasters is the next
setting. “Syndication feeds show the most recent” should be set to the number of
items you want to show up in iTunes (or any other directory) at any given time. In
the image below, the number is set to 100. This is probably a bit high. The more
items you pack into an RSS feed, the more you risk introducing errors into the
feed. Try for a number around 30 unless you have reason to go higher. Anyone
who goes through all 30 episodes in iTunes will surely be willing to come back to
your site for the rest.
Lastly, ensure that “Full text” is selected for your feeds. This ensures that your
show notes get carried along with your episodes in the RSS feed.
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Permalinks

You will hear different advice from different people on the subject of
permalinks. When you install Wordpress, the default URL of a post takes the
form seen in the first line of the following screenshot, ending in an ugly ?p=123.
The number is the post ID number and it has no meaning to your visitors or the
search engines. Far better is to give your posts a URL containing keywords that
tell visitors and search engines what is on the page. The title of the post should
be included, but that is all that most experts agree on.
We will leave it up to you to choose your permalink structure, but we have
a recommendation. For podcasters, the format seen below is a great choice.
Ending the URL with /category/postname ensures that the name of your show
(the category; we’ll discuss that shortly) and the post name (which is usually the
episode title) are both represented. Another good choice is the “Post Name”
option, leaving out the category.
Using a structure that includes the date in some way, even if it’s just a year,
gives the search engines information about the age of your post. This is not
always a good thing. In fact, many bloggers have started removing all traces of
a date from their posts in order to make their content more “evergreen.” The
prevailing theory is that Google and the rest don’t rank old content as highly as
new (or evergreen) content. While this is only a theory, it stands to reason that
putting a date in the permalink has, at best, a negligible effect. At worst, it may
hurt your rankings.
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Choose wisely! These are called permalinks for a reason. They
should be considered permanent. Other sites will use these links
to connect to you, and if you change your permalink structure
months or years down the road, all those connections will break.
True, there are plugins and ways to change them without hurting
yourself, but that is an advanced topic and should be avoided as
they are all imperfect solutions.
Category Structure
Every post in Wordpress should be assigned to a category. This keeps your site
well organized and allows for people—and podcast directories—to easily find
your shows. In the main navigation menu, hover over the Posts link and a submenu will fly out with the Categories link in it.
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Beginning on the upper left, we have the form for creating new categories. It is
highly, strongly, massively, decidedly, heavily, staunchly, energetically, forcibly
recommended that you create a category specifically to hold your podcast
episodes and only your podcast episodes.
The podcast directories will be getting your RSS feed, and if it is
populated with posts containing no podcasts, well, those posts
still count toward your total number of items. If your total is 30
and you have 20 posts with no episodes in them, iTunes will only
display 10 items.
On the right, we see the category list. In this example, two solutions to the
splitting of categories can be seen. First, a show called Be a Better Podcaster has
been given two categories. The first contains only episodes, and the RSS feed for
that category is what was given to iTunes and the other directories. The second
category is for the blog posts for that show. Under that, you can see there’s a
specific Blog category for the site. This is a catch-all category for all other posts
that do not have episodes in them. It allows the podcaster to write the occasional
blog post without screwing up the episode feed(s).

Place your mouse cursor anywhere in the list and a collection of links will appear
below the category name. Here, we see the links available under the Zap!
podcast. Of note is the Podcast Settings link. This will only appear if you have
the PowerPress plugin installed and active with the Category Podcasting setting
checked. We’ll be talking about that in the next section. For now, just be aware
that this link is here because you’re going to need to come back to it later.
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PowerPress and RSS
“If it wasn’t for PowerPress I probably wouldn’t have kept podcasting. It
makes things so much easier that I probably would have burned out and
given up by now.” – Every podcaster, probably
PowerPress was not the first podcast-related Wordpress plugin to appear, but
it quickly grew to be the best. No other plugin is backed by a company with the
resources that Blubrry.com has. It’s always being updated with new features
and there is no danger that it will simply stop being developed—a fate that
befalls thousands of plugins all the time, including a once-popular podcasting
plugin called PodPress. Although it is back under development by new people,
the PodPress plugin languished for a long time, to the point it was unusable.
PowerPress does not run that risk. It is stable, powerful and recommended—it
carries a 4.5 out of 5 star rating in the Wordpress plugin directory. Let’s look at
how it’s used.
»» PowerPress formats your RSS feeds to properly include information
related to your podcast. iTunes and the other podcast directly require
these podcast enclosures in order to work correctly.
»» PowerPress inserts a media player into your posts automatically. You
simply tell the plugin where your MP3 file is, and it will insert it into the
post. Automatically.
»» The players available are both HTML5 and Flash-based. This means
people visiting your site on an iPhone or iPad will be able to listen to
your shows in their Flash-less browser.
»» PowerPress supports category podcasting; separate RSS feeds can be
created for each category, making it possible to have multiple shows,
each standing alone in the podcast directories.
»» You can integrate stat tracking with Blubrry.com, making it possible to
see who is listening and when right in your site’s Dashboard.
Okay, now that we have the broad overview of what this plugin does and why
podcasters should use it to make their lives easier, let’s cover the how.
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If you haven’t installed it yet, click the Plugins item in your Wordpress navigation,
then the Add New link. Search the directory for “PowerPress,” and follow the
instructions for installation and activation.
Once activated, you will see a PowerPress item at the bottom of the main menu.
The first thing to do here is to look at the bottom of that first screen and find the
Category Podcasting checkbox. Check that box, then click Save Changes.
Remember in the Categories section a few pages ago, when we mentioned the
links under the category names and how you’d be coming back to that? Keep
keeping that in mind, we’re getting close.
Click the Settings link in the PowerPress menu.
Settings

Across the top of the main Settings page, you’ll see a row of tabs. The settings
we’re about to look at affect your main site RSS feed as well as many global items
that will affect each category feed.
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Basic Settings

On this tab, you may change the way the podcast entry box looks. The podcast
entry box is found on your Posts > Add New page. When you create a post for
your show notes, at the bottom of that page you’ll find the podcast entry box.

Everything on this page may be left with their default settings. It’s helpful to know
where to find these settings if you wish to change your layout later on.
Services & Stats

This may safely be ignored as we will be tracking stats on a per-category basis.
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Media Appearance

Here we have options for the player that PowerPress will insert into your posts.
On the second option, “Display Media and Links” we recommend selecting
“Above page content.” You shouldn’t make your visitors scroll down to find your
player. The other settings on this page are a matter of personal preference. You
may want to display a Download link with your player, or you may not. You may
want to display the player in Wordpress excerpts, or not.
Feeds
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This is one of the core functions of PowerPress. Make sure Enhance All Feeds
is selected. You may want to have all your feed links in your HTML headers,
that’s fine. The episodes-per-feed setting may be left alone. By default, you
will have as many items in the feed as is set in the Wordpress general settings
(see page 114). The RSS image, default language, copyright, and Basic Show
Information may all be safely ignored. We will be setting all of those things on a
per-category basis.
iTunes

You may ignore this tab entirely. We will be setting up for iTunes on a percategory basis (starting to see a trend here?)
T.V.

This has nothing to do with us as audio podcasters.

Audio Player

PowerPress comes with several player options, but we recommend the HTML5
version of the player, unless you have a specific reason not to use it. This player
is compatible with the most devices, and when it is not able to be used, the
plugin will display a Flash player automatically. To choose your player, hit the
“Select a different player” link.
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A few of the additional players available.

The next item in the PowerPress menu, Video Player, only
applies to folks doing video or Web TV. Audio podcasters—all of
us, in the context of this book—may ignore that page. Speaking
of ignores, feel free to skip the Tools page as well. Lots of good
stuff in there, none of which is required for posting or managing
your shows.
Category Podcasting

Once activated, you may give podcasting attributes to existing categories. You’ll
also have a list here of all the categories that have had podcasting attributes
assigned to them along with links (hover over the category names to show
them) to edit those attributes. This is exactly the same functionality as we saw
on the Posts > Categories page earlier. So, now you know: when you need to
edit your show’s RSS feed details, you may do it from the Posts > Categories
page or you may do it from the PowerPress > Category Podcasting page.
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This is the most important setting-up step of all because it directly affects
how your RSS feed works. If your RSS feed isn’t set up correctly, you have no
subscribers and no audience.
Once again, we have tabs. Four of them, this time: Feed Settings, iTunes Settings,
T.V. and Other Settings. The T.V. Tab does not apply to us, so it’s the other three
we need to look at. Before we get into the two major tabs, let’s just get the
last one out of the way. The Other Settings tab contains only one field, used for
tracking codes. If you’re tracking your stats27, follow the instructions on this tab
for entering your redirect code.
Feed Settings

Make a note of your feed URL. You’re going to need this URL to submit to iTunes
and the other podcast directories.
The next three fields may be left alone or customized. If you have set a
description on the category page, it can be used here by default—same for the
landing page URL.

27. Tracking was covered back on page 111
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Do not use Feedburner. Please, please don’t use Feedburner. Aside from the
minor fact that Google seems to be abandoning it at the time of this writing, it’s
just unnecessary. Your RSS feed should not be in the hands of a third party like
Feedburner.

Show the most recent…we’ve seen this before. You may leave this as your blog
default unless you have reason to change it.
The next setting is the first of the images that you’ll need to upload. The RSS2
Image should be at least 300 x 300 pixels square, and you may upload it directly
from this page.
The Feed Language and Copyright should be set next. The final two options,
Location and Episode Frequency are optional, but they count toward your iTunes
rankings a bit. Every bit of information you submit helps the rankings, so drop
some info in there! Looks like someone, certainly not this book’s author, forgot to
enter a frequency for this podcast…
iTunes Settings

Although there were items in the Feed Settings tab that apply to iTunes, think of
that tab as more of a global settings page. This page is quite iTunes specific.
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PowerPress is nothing if not overly helpful. There’s a lengthy explanation about
your iTunes subscription URL along with a link to publish on iTunes right here at
the beginning. One thing that may not be immediately obvious is that you need
to have your show submitted to and accepted by iTunes before you’ll get a URL
to plug into this field.
Give yourself a subtitle and summary here. These two items will show up in your
iTunes listing and also be used by Apple in their search algorithm, so make them
good or at least clever. (“Super Geeky Fun Time”? Really? Someone, certainly not
this book’s author, thinks he’s witty, apparently.)
Next, the iTunes episode summary. Yep, nothing if not helpful, that’s PowerPress.
Lots of information here about this setting that all boils down to: don’t check
that box.
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Keywords and categories! Again, these are used by Apple in their search
algorithm, so be accurate and honest. Put your show in the three most
appropriate categories.
Do you use “bad” language in your show? FOR SHAME! HAVE YOU NO DECENCY,
SIR?! OR MADAM?! AS THE CASE MAY BE?!?!?! Okay, look, it’s no big deal. Just
tell iTunes if you have a potty mouth or not. It won’t affect your rankings either
way, but they like to know whether to assign the Explicit tag to your shows.

Nobody likes a potty mouth. They
never get top ranked podca…oh, wait.
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Seriously, there are real benefits to setting the Explicit tag
correctly. If your show is tagged as Clean and you start dropping
profanities you will lose listeners. There’s really no debating
this. People who expect a clean show will drop you so fast it’ll
make your head spin. You don’t have to run a clean show—lots
of people have very successful profanity-laden shows. You just
need to tell your audience what to expect. This really can’t be
stressed enough.
This next setting, iTunes Image, has a rather lengthy explanation after it. Nothing
if not helpful, remember? Well, this is the second (of two) images for your show
that you’ll need to upload. For this one, the dimensions are 1400 x 1400 pixels
(minimum). Make sure it’s RGB as well, not CMYK, but chances are that won’t be
an issue as RGB is pretty much the default in every image editing program you’re
likely to use.

The final two settings are Talent Name (usually the host’s name, or the host and
co-hosts together) and the email address that you would like iTunes to keep on
file for notifications. The last item on the page isn’t a setting so much as a reset
button. You will likely never have to give iTunes a new feed URL, but instructions
are given here just in case.
And that completes the walkthrough of PowerPress! You should
be all set up to go now! New podcast episodes will be published
as posts in Wordpress and the PowerPress plugin will handle
their display, playback, and syndication. Isn’t technology grand?
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Plugins
While PowerPress is the only plugin we’d consider a requirement for podcasters,
there are three others that deserve honorable mentions for providing
functionality that we wouldn’t want to do without. There are alternatives to all
three of these, so feel free to explore, but let’s start with…
Pretty Link / Pretty Link Pro

One of the best link shorteners around, and we’re only saying “one of” to be
polite. Kinda like how someone caught on camera robbing a bank “allegedly” did
the crime. You know what we’re really saying.
Pretty Link gives you the ability to create short links for your posts and pages,
making it super easy to share your content on social media that has length limits,
like Twitter. Long addresses are great for search engine optimization, and you
should keep them as your primary address. Whereas your podcast’s show notes
might be located at:
http://mysite.com/show-37-the-one-with-the-really-awesome-guest
Pretty Link can create a shortened link that looks like this:
http://mysite.com/show37
It’s the best of both worlds. There’s tracking, social media integration, autoposting to Twitter, word replacement and a lot more.
AdRotate

The obvious advantage of a plugin like AdRotate is the ability to manage banner
and button advertisements on your website—and AdRotate excels at that major
function. An ad manager isn’t really a “must have” plugin though, especially if
you’re not running ads on your site, right?
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Well, consider this. What is an ad? It’s a bit of code that gets displayed on your
site right where you want it to. Who’s to say that the code you put into the
manager has to be an advertisement? Here’s a real world example:
Use AdRotate to manage a newsletter signup box. If you want to customize your
signup box to match seasonal colors, all you need to do is drop the code for each
signup box into four different “ads” and then tell the manager to run each “ad” at
a different time of year. Automation! Your summer-themed newsletter signup can
run only in the summer, and when summer’s over, the “ad” manager will switch
over to the autumn-themed signup box without you having to remember to do it.
Oh yeah, the plugin also makes it easy to do tracking, manage clients, and lots
more related to actual advertising. Good stuff.
Wordpress Database Backup

We’re cheating a bit on this one and not providing a specific plugin to use. There
are many, many, many backup utilities available for Wordpress, and the best
advice we can give is: get one. Go to Wordpress.org, and look at the highest-rated
backup plugins. They are all capable, and they will all save your sanity when your
site crashes the first time and you can restore it from a backup. If you are not
backing up your site you are asking for trouble!
The Site’s Theme and Layout
There are no absolutely right or wrong answers to the question of what your site
should look like. Are you a big fan of the color blue? Do your site in shades of
blue. Pink? Go for it. That’s a very nice color. Do you want three columns or two?
Doesn’t matter. Choose whatever makes you happy. Polka dots? Sure, why not?
Having said that, there are definitely some good ideas about web design and
Wordpress themes; some ideas and guidelines are definitely better than others.
Far from telling you to simply install a certain theme we’re going to give you some
guidelines to consider when looking at themes and layout choices.
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Frameworks

Three frameworks dominate the Wordpress landscape at the moment: Thesis,
Genesis, and Headway. These are more than just themes, although they provide
stock themes as well. Frameworks provide additional benefits to search engine
optimization (SEO) and customization. They are extraordinarily powerful tools28.
Style

Your personality and mission must come through clearly in the styles you choose
for your site. Be creative, but remember that no matter how great your style
is, your users need to be able to use your site—that’s why they’re called users,
after all. Always design with an eye toward usability. White text on a black
background? Yeah, it looks cool, but there’s a significant number of people who
can’t read it because it causes blurred vision and headaches.
Layout

You are, in effect, running a blog here, even if you don’t “blog” in the traditional
sense. Podcasts, being related to blogging, shares the same layout as most
blogs. That’s to say, most podcasters, especially Wordpress users, simply drop
their podcast episodes and show notes into blog posts. This is a great thing and
is highly recommended. Sure, you could do something wacky with your layout,
but users are comfortable with the sidebar-content-sidebar29 layout of a blog.
They expect blogs—and by extension, your Wordpress-based podcasting site—to
follow the same conventions. Much like when considering style, make sure you
consider usability when deciding on a layout. Don’t make your visitors hunt for
your shows.

28. Look in the footer area of the websites you frequent. Sites that run on frameworks, like NMX,
often mention the name of the framework with a link to learn more about it. You’ll see them, for
example, in the footer at NMX and at this author’s own website, QAQN.
29. Or sidebar-sidebar-content, or content-sidebar-sidebar, or sidebar-content, or content-sidebar…
you get the idea.
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Clutter

This goes along with both style and layout, but it needs to be highlighted:
whitespace is your friend. Don’t feel like you need to fill every available pixel with
some text or imagery. Your sidebar doesn’t need to be filled with every widget
ever invented. Your content area (where the show notes live) doesn’t need to
show the last 50 entries. Keep it simple, keep it free of clutter.
Rules can be broken. Chances can be taken. You don’t need to
make your site look like every other site on the web. However…
if you’re just getting started, you should know the rules (or
guidelines) before you start breaking them.
Free Themes

Be very, VERY careful about installing and using free themes found on random
sites online. It’s a popular ploy for spammers to create a decent looking free
theme and then hide spam links in the footer of the pages. Not just spam links,
either: malicious code. Free themes can come bundled with PHP or javascript
code that can do some real damage. Make sure you trust the source before
installing any themes. A great, trusted place to start is Wordpress.org.
Customizing themes, be they free or paid-for, usually requires
some knowledge of HTML, CSS and a little PHP as well as image
creation and optimization. If you are not familiar with these
web technologies, don’t panic. HTML and CSS are not hard to
learn and even PHP’s learning curve isn’t all that dramatic for
the kinds of things you’ll need to use it for. You can learn more
about all three—for free—at W3Schools.com.

Setting up other Platforms
“I think not using Wordpress for podcasting is like using Linux for your dayto-day computer. It forces you to get down into the muck and understand
what’s really going on. Sometimes that’s instructive. Most of the time it’s a
real pain.” – Max Flight, via LinkedIn
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According to W3Techs, other platforms account for less than 1% of internet sites
each (except for Joomla and Drupal, which account for less than 3% each). This is
a significant number—not because other platforms are less valid somehow than
Wordpress, but because podcasting support and instruction for those platforms
can be quite thin—and that’s putting it kindly. Finding documentation for and
implementing podcast integration on a small platform is often more of a hassle
than simply installing Wordpress and customizing the look and feel to match
your existing site. Doing that and then linking to the Wordpress install from your
existing site can be seamless; your visitors might never know they were on a
different platform altogether.
If you are new to running a website, if you are trying to decide
between Wordpress, Joomla, Drupal, TypePad, Tumblr, Blogger,
MoveableType or any other Content Management System or
platform, go with Wordpress. Can’t stress that enough. If you’re
already set on using another platform, well…read on.
The only thing truly required for podcasters is the ability to publish sequential
items to an RSS feed. No RSS feed, no podcast directories, no iTunes, no
subscribers. The trick, of course, is to ensure that the RSS feed is built correctly no
matter what platform you’re using.
If You Are Using Blubrry Or Libsyn (Recommended)
Using either of these two media hosts30 provides you with a properly formatted
RSS feed that you may submit to iTunes and other podcast directories. You may
post your show notes on their sites directly and then you’ll have a complete
podcast. As you can see, technically, you don’t even need a site of your own to be
a podcaster!
Following this method though, on your own site, you need only do two things:
post your show notes (using whatever method for blog-style posts your platform
supports) and insert an audio player into the post. Many Flash and HTML5 players
can be found online and they are usually easy to use. The player needs only the
location of your episode’s MP3 file. Blubrry and Libsyn also provide some tools
such as embeddable players to set up your show on your own site.
30. There may be other media hosts who will provide this service. Blubrry and Libsyn are the largest.
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Some platforms come with plugins or modules that will create blog posts from
items found in RSS feeds. If yours does, give it the RSS feed from your media
host and then check your entries for formatting issues. Refer to your platform’s
documentation to troubleshoot this functionality.
Why not use your platform’s RSS feed? Because it is not formatted
for iTunes and the directories. Unless you have a Powerpressstyle plugin or module for your platform, the RSS feed that your
platform gives you will be lacking the proper enclosures. Using
the media host’s RSS feed in this way ensures that everything is
correct. You could use your platform’s RSS feed if you send it to
Feedburner or Feedblitz, as described below, but that may not
be desirable.

If You Are Not Using Blubrry Or Libsyn
Things get a bit trickier here. Remember, the goal is to create a properly
formatted RSS feed, and media hosts such as Amazon S3 will not provide you
with one. The best you can do here is sort of the reverse of what was just
described. Create your posts on your own platform, inserting an audio player,
but then take your platform’s own RSS feed and submit it to Feedburner.
Elsewhere in the book it was stated that you shouldn’t use
Feedburner. This is an exception to that advice.
Feedburner can manipulate your RSS feed to make it iTunes-friendly, but it’s not
perfect and support for it may be on the way out (it’s debatable as of the time of
this writing). An alternative to Feedburner is Feedblitz, but that’s a paid service
and if you’re going to pay money, you might as well go with Blubrry or Libsyn for
their RSS feeds and additional services.
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Getting Into Directories
You have your website set up, so now what? Promotion! Subscribers! Feedback!
We’ll tackle feedback in its own section of the book, but promotion is key to
the growth of your audience and the increase of your subscriber base. The most
important facet of promotion isn’t Twitter. It’s not Facebook. It’s not buying
advertising on a website or even having strong word of mouth.
The most important facet of promotion is your show’s inclusion in iTunes.
Your show lives and dies by the number of subscribers you have. Sure, you’ll have
random people turning up and listening, but you can’t count on them to engage
with you and help grow the show. Subscribers can be counted on. Some people
will show up to your site and subscribe using the RSS link (the one you have on
your page, right? RIGHT?). Others don’t have the technical know-how or the
desire to know that RSS is…they just want your iTunes link.
Many third-party apps for mobile devices use the iTunes
directory. If you want your show to be searchable in a mobile
app, you need to be listed in iTunes!
Of course, iTunes isn’t the only game in town. We’ll also talk about alternatives
that you should also explore. You can’t be listed in too many places!
For more about promotion using social media channels, explore the great
information found at NMX.
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There’s a reason the part about submitting to directories came
after the part about recording and uploading your show in this
book. iTunes and most other directories will not take an empty
feed. You need to have at least one episode published in order to
submit the feed anywhere! Some podcasters like to record a sort
of “pre-episode” or prelude show a few days ahead of the proper
series launch. This exists only to prime iTunes and isn’t necessarily
advertised anywhere. This prelude episode might be a minute or
three in length and just feature the host covering what the series
will be about. That is enough to get the ball rolling with iTunes
and the rest so that when the show goes live with the first real
episode, people will be able to subscribe in iTunes immediately.
iTunes
As the largest and most-used podcast directory, iTunes is something no podcaster
should be left out of. You may hate Apple. You may refuse to buy any of their
products. You may even be the type of person to bash the company and all of its
fans in blog comments31. For the sake of your podcast, you absolutely need to be
in the iTunes podcast directory! Here’s how.

Step one, open iTunes. Visit the store, and click on the Podcasts link.
31. We really hope you’re not that type of person.
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Step two, click the Submit a Podcast link over on the right.
Step three, give iTunes the RSS32
feed address. When you click
Continue, you will be prompted
to login with your Apple ID. If you
do not have one, you’ll need to
create an Apple ID. For ease-ofuse, you might want to do that
beforehand.
Last step, review your
information. The info that Apple
is showing you here comes
directly from your RSS feed, so
scan it for errors. If you find any,
you’ll need to edit your feed
before continuing. If all looks
correct, click the Submit button.
At this point, sit back and relax,
but don’t hold your breath
because inclusion in the directory
isn’t instantaneous. It can take
anywhere from a few hours to a
few days to have the show listed.
32. RSS was discussed on page 119
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Speaking of iTunes…
Two things. First, provide a link to your show in iTunes on your
website; it’s a no-brainer way to gain subscribers. Second,
encourage your listeners to leave you feedback and a star rating
in the iTunes directory. Popularity within iTunes leads to more
subscribers, and getting reviews and rankings, even if they are
not all 5-stars, helps tremendously. These metrics play a role in
determining what shows will be features on the home page of
the directory, among other places.
Zune
At the time of this writing, the Zune marketplace and directory is on the verge
of going through a major overhaul and refocus. No official word has come from
Microsoft yet, but an insider whose name rhymes with “Bob” said on a recent
episode of The Podcasters’ Roundtable that big, big things are on the horizon.
For now, the advice for getting into the Zune directory remains the same: send an
email to Rob Greenlee.

Rhymes suspiciously with “Bob.”

Rob, who oversees the Zune directory at Microsoft, has been handling the
insertion of shows into the directory manually for some time. His email address is
rob@zune.net. Simply tell him the name of your show, the full RSS feed, who the
hosts are and what the description should be. That’s all there is to it.
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Other Directories
Is it enough to just be in the iTunes and Zune directories? Possibly. But getting
listed in other places can only help! Submitting a show only has to happen once,
after all, so take a little time on one day and investigate a few of the lessertrafficked33 podcast directories.
»» Blubrry.com — known mostly for it’s hosting and stat tracking (and the
small, mildly popular PowerPress plugin), Blubrry also features a great
podcast directory.
»» PodcastAlley.com — with more than 90,000 podcasts listed, this is one of
the larger directories. It’s also a one-man operation, which is impressive.
»» PodcastDirectory.com — not the prettiest site ever, but there are a lot of
shows listed, especially internationally.
»» Podcast.com — a long-running site, the directory is still up but seems to
no longer be taking new submissions. The domain is also up for sale on
Sedo.com at the time of this writing. Keep an eye on this domain over
time, with a name like Podcast.com, it should be one of the greats…in the
hands of the right owner.
»» PodFeed.net — allows users to create their own custom feeds out of the
individual feeds of disparate shows. Neat idea, good service. Get your
show listed.
»» PodcastAwards.com — not a directory, a goal. The Podcast Awards are
the Grammys of podcasting, and to get your show listed on the site
means you’ve been nominated for an award. Go for it! (* Editor’s Note:
the 2013 Podcast Awards will be held during NMX’s annual conference in
Las Vegas!)
Then of course, there’s Google. They’re the biggest podcast directory of all, when
you think about it. Go to Google.com and type “podcast” into the search box.
There are 380 million results at the time of this writing. If you check them all,
you’ll probably find all the podcasts. Literally, all the podcasts34.

33. Compared to iTunes, everything is “lesser-trafficked.” Don’t take offense, directory owners!
34. Please don’t try to find all the podcasts. Some are best left buried on page 12,692,875.
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Chapter Six: Feedback
Podcasting can feel like a very solitary activity sometimes. For most of us, it’s a
matter of sitting down with a microphone and talking by ourselves or maybe with
one or two co-hosts. The audience isn’t part of the recording process, so we don’t
get the kind of immediate feedback that a stand-up comedian, a teacher or a
public speaker gets. If the most important key to growth is audience feedback—
and it is—then it stands to reason that we need great tools for collecting that
feedback.
In this part of the book, we’re looking at post comments on your website, the
importance of social media to your feedback process, contact pages and listener
call-in lines. Leveraging these powerful tools will get you the valuable feedback
that you need to give the audience what they want—which will, in turn, lead to
the growth of your show.

Post Comments
Let’s get one thing out of the way up front: the number of comments you get on
a post means nothing. Nada. Zip. Not-a-darn-thing. Sure, you could argue that
a post with 500 comments is a measure of popularity for a blog, but you’re a
podcaster. Your content is consumed by people on myriad devices, all of which
lack the ability to leave a comment on your site. Listeners in iTunes? Can’t leave
you a comment on your site. Listeners on an iPhone app? Nope. Go back to the
very beginning of this book where portability was discussed. People listen all
over the place: while driving, while jogging, while at the gym…planes, trains,
automobiles…none of these people are likely to leave you a comment.
We won’t call anyone out by name, but look at the sites for
podcasters that you know are doing extraordinarily well. The
ones who have massive subscriber counts and successfully raise
enough money to launch their own studios and hire their own
staff. Look at their sites and look at their comment counts. You’ll
never take comment numbers seriously again.
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Sure, some of those listeners could leave a comment. If a listener is driving along
and hears something he wants to comment on, he could make a note of it and
take care of it when he gets back to his computer (or when he gets to a traffic
light, if he’s quick about it).

Type FASTER.

This is not to say that comments themselves are worthless—far from it. The
comments you do get, in whatever quantity you get them, can be very, very
valuable. They can provide great feedback for your show! There is no right answer
to the “should I have comments on my site” question, but blogs and podcastrelated sites tend to have them far more often than not. And yet…
Some high-profile websites are
shutting down comments altogether.
Comic book-centric site Newsarama
has no comments, The New York
Times site doesn’t allow for them, and
podcasters? Leo Laporte’s mammoth
TWiT.tv network doesn’t do comments,
either. Well, not on the TWiT.tv
website, anyway. Their comments are
all handled through their Facebook
page. More about that shortly.
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A Word About Commenting Systems Disqus? IntenseDebate?
Livefyre? Facebook comments? Something else? You have many
choices when it comes to how comments are handled on your
site, and there are pros and cons to each. Disqus is feature rich
and mature, Facebook (as a plugin) is newer but has the added
advantage of Facebook integration. IntenseDebate is baked into
Wordpress, Livefyre shows how many people are “listening”
to a post. Any of these (and some others, including the default
comments that your blog platform uses by default) are good
choices.

Contact Pages
No website should be without a contact page! Make it easy on your visitors and
have it at http://YourAwesomeSite.com/contact. If the link to your contact page
isn’t obvious, many users will simply type in /contact in an attempt to reach
that page.

The most important one is right below it,
but that’s for another book.

What you put on your contact page will depend on your needs. Let’s have a
look at a few options and narrow it down so that you can decide what options
to give your visitors.
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Contact Form
Contact forms are very, very popular and with good reason: they are powerful.
A well-constructed contact form can yield a wealth of information about the site
visitor, provide spam protection, and streamline the communication process.
Contact forms are common enough that visitors are extremely unlikely to balk at
using one.

The contact page at QAQN.com in late 2012. Built with Gravity Forms.

The key to a successful contact form is dependent upon two things: the
construction and the execution.
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Construction of the contact form is most often best handled by a plugin for
podcasters using Wordpress or another blogging platform. Hand-coding a contact
form is certainly doable, but why re-invent the wheel if a plugin will serve?
Popular plugins include:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Gravity Forms (multi-platform, recommended but a little pricey)
Jetpack ContactForm (baked into new Wordpress installs, free)
Fast Secure Contact Form (Wordpress, free)
Contact Form 7 (Wordpress, free)
Google Docs / Google Drive (multi-platform, free)

The execution of the form, that is, the fields chosen and their layout, is not
dependent on the plugin being used. A good form layout is a good form layout,
regardless of its bones. For contact forms, there are three absolutely required
fields: name, email and message. Everything else is optional (desirable perhaps,
but optional all the same).
A good form asks only for such information as the site owner needs and the
visitors are likely to give. Unless you absolutely need someone’s phone number,
do not ask for it. Even if the phone number field is optional, if you are never going
to use the number, do not ask for it. Most visitors are wary of giving out too much
information and will balk when they see that you’re asking for unnecessary data.
On the other hand, most visitors love to promote themselves, so asking for their
website is almost always a good idea, even if you do not currently have a plan to
use that information.
Email Address
For many site owners, the idea of a big, complicated contact form is not
appealing. A better solution might be to simply list an email address. Your page
might be little more than “Thank you for your interest. Contact me via email at
feedback@myawesomesite.com.”
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The contact page at QAQN.com in early 2012.

There are advantages and disadvantages to this method.
Advantage: it’s extraordinarily simple. Users click the link, their email app opens,
they send you an email. Can’t be simpler.
Disadvantage: it’s prone to spam. Bots scour the internet looking for exposed
email addresses and add them to spam lists.
Advantage: users cannot be confused or overwhelmed like they may get with a
contact form.
Disadvantage: you cannot collect nearly as much useful information as you can
with a contact form.
Ways exist to minimize one of the disadvantages, and honestly, the advantages
are not exactly mind-blowing. While you will have a hard time collecting
information the way you can with a form, reducing the likelihood that you will
end up spammed to death is actually fairly easy.
Run your email through Gmail.
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Google’s Gmail has some of the best spam filtering around. You can set up your
email address in such a way that messages sent to it are filtered through Gmail
before they reach your inbox. Their accuracy rate is fantastic. The explanation
of how to set this up is beyond the scope of this book, and it’s a bit of an
intermediate/advanced operation, but here are a couple of pointers and tutorials:
»» Send and Receive your Domain Email with Gmail (deadhippo.com)
»» How Do I Route my Email through Gmail? (ask-leo.com)
Using this method gives you the simplicity of listing your email address while
minimizing the spam. Give it a shot if putting up a contact form does not appeal
to you.
Social Media Links
The final contact method that will be touched on is the social media page. This
is not a recommended method, but a few folks do it, so it should be mentioned.
Much like the contact page that lists only an email address, this contact page lists
only the social media accounts of the podcaster.
The upside to this method is
the growth of the social media
presence. You may gain a
follower on Twitter or a friend
on Facebook. The downside
to this method is that it makes
contacting you privately very
convoluted. If your site visitor
is not on Facebook (yes, there
are some folks who aren’t) then
they will be unwilling to join
Facebook just to contact you.
Likewise for Twitter and the
other social networks.
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Even when you and your visitor are using the same network, you are creating
extra steps for them to get in touch privately. Twitter, for example, requires you
to follow that person back before he or she can send you a Direct Message. Your
site visitor wants to send you a message now, not wait for you to maybe follow
him back whenever you get around to it.

Call-in Lines
Listener voicemails are absolutely invaluable to a podcaster. Callers can provide
material to be used on the show, feedback to help guide the production,
and inspiration for future episodes. Many shows devote an entire segment
to answering listener voicemails, much the same way that magazines or
newspapers devote a page or two to answering reader mail. Comedic podcasts
are especially adept at making good use of these voicemails. The popular
podcast Stop Podcasting Yourself has a recurring segment called “Overheards”
in which callers leave voicemails detailing funny things overheard in public.
Another podcast on the MaximumFun.org network, Jordan, Jesse, Go! makes
use of voicemails in a segment called “Momentous Occasions” wherein callers
talk about important milestones in their lives.
There are several ways to collect voicemails from listeners, but the most
obvious one is the one least recommended: the phone. Establishing a dedicated
phone line with your local phone company for listeners to use costs money and
is complicated to use in a podcasting setting. As the goal of this book is to get
you up and running with as little trouble as possible, we will focus on the far
easier-to-use major internet communications tools, Skype and Google Voice.
Skype
If you are using Skype to record with a co-host or guests, setting it up for
voicemail might be a no-brainer. There’s a catch, though. It’s going to cost you a
few bucks. At the time of this writing, setting up a Skype Number runs $60/year,
or five dollars a month. Are you cool with that? Good, let’s set it up.
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Step one—and this is assuming you already have a Skype account—begins on the
Get a Skype Number page. Choose the country you’d like your number to reside in.

Next, choose your state. When you do, the option to select a local number will
come into view. Choose an area code, and if you have your heart set on a certain
combination of numbers at the end of your number, you may search them out.
You are not obligated to choose the area code or town that you
live in. If you really, really want “2112” in your phone number
(Rush fans represent!), you may search other area codes. Even
within an area code, different cities and towns will have different
numbers available.
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Click the phone number that you’d like to call your own and Skype will assign it
to you.

If you plan on calling out from this number, you may choose to make the
number visible to the phones you call. We’re setting up a voicemail line here, so
this doesn’t matter very much. Click Continue.
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You may choose to pay for a three month subscription at $6/month or a year for
$5/month. Either way, you are setting up a recurring payment here, and your
subscription will be renewed at the end of the term. Choose your term, enter
your billing name and address (not pictured) and then click Next.

Skype has a fairly good selection of payment methods. It would be nice if they
allowed for Discover or American Express, but they do take PayPal and you can
actually use those cards with PayPal—so in a roundabout way, you do have those
options with Skype.
Accept the Terms of Service and click Next.
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Enter your payment details. For this example, a Visa card is being used. At
this point in the tutorial, your mileage may vary. To set up accounts for every
payment type would clearly be prohibitive, so we’re just going to roll with Visa.
Click “Buy now” when you’re ready to move on. You may be presented with a
card verification page. If this is the case, click the “Verify payment” button and
follow the instructions from your bank.

Success! The order is being processed, and the phone number has been
secured. From now on, listeners will be able to call the number to get in touch.
Let’s set up voicemail. (Side note, the Skype account used in this example is
not one that is monitored. It was created solely for the purpose of getting
screenshots for this book.)
Download and install the Skype desktop client if you haven’t already, and login.
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With Skype now running, open the Preferences (Macs: Skype > Preferences, PCs:
Tools > Options). Navigate to the Calls tab, where you will see the four options
seen in the screenshot above (PC users, you’ll be working with the Call Settings
and Voice Messages tabs). For our purposes, select “Send to voice messages.”
This will do just what it says; it will send every call straight to voicemail. To set up
your outgoing “Hi, thanks for calling” message, click the “Set up Voice Messaging”
button. There you will find a recorder that will do this for you.
That’s all there is to it!
Google Voice
Google Voice is a powerful, free tool for voice communications. It makes a
wonderful listener call-in service. Let’s set it up.

Step one is to create your Google Voice account.
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The next step is to confirm your signup. Look in your email inbox for a
confirmation message from Google. Click the link that it contains, and when the
page loads, look for the “Click to continue” link. Once logged in, Google will want
to know if you’d like a new number or if you’d like to use your existing number.
Choose new.

You have a little bit of freedom in choosing the number you’d like to have. Start
with an area code—it doesn’t much matter what you choose as long distance
calling charges are largely a thing of the past. You can also request a phone
number that contains certain numbers after the area code.
Your options for the exchange part of the phone number—the
first three digits after the area code—are extremely limited.
Google only has access to a certain set of numbers. Other sets
are reserved for other companies.
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Well, the 2112 search didn’t work, so another number was tried instead. Here we
have a few options to choose from. Try for a number that sounds good when said
out loud and is easy to remember. No, it won’t be as easy as an 800-number, but
this is an easy, free solution. If you want an 800-number, it’ll cost you in setup
and equipment.

The next step is to choose your PIN number for accessing your voicemail and to
accept the Terms of Service.
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The primary use of Google Voice is to forward the calls you get to all of your
phones. One number to rule them all, so to speak. We’ll only be using the
voicemail feature, but we still need to give Google a valid phone number in this
step. Don’t worry, your podcast listeners won’t be calling you on it.

Success! Google will call you on your phone and ask you to enter a two-digit
code to verify ownership. After that, you’re shown this success screen and
you’re done—well, almost. Let’s turn off call forwarding. (The number in these
screenshots will be deactivated by the time you read this, so don’t think you can
punk us, okay?)
Click Finish. On the next page, click the gear icon on the right side of your window
and choose Settings.
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Uncheck the box next to your listed phone. Do not click the “Activate Google
voicemail on this phone” link. That’s used for people who want their carrier (AT&T
in this example) to use Google for their voicemail collection.
Click the Voicemail & Text tab.

These are all your voicemail options, and you’ll want to go down the list one
by one. Record your greeting. Record your name. Choose an email address to
have voicemail notices sent to. You may choose to have text messages sent, and
you may choose a new PIN if you like. Lastly, you may choose to have Google
transcribe the voicemails and send them along with your notifications. If you’re
up for a laugh, check that box. The accuracy of the transcriptions makes for some
decent comedy.
That’s all there really is to it. You may explore the other tabs, but they don’t have
any bearing on your listener call-in line.
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Social Media
More than simply using social media as a promotional tool, your Twitter,
Facebook, Google+ or other social accounts can be a great way to solicit
feedback. Bear in mind though, unless you want to allow all of your friends/
followers/contacts the ability to send you private messages, everything they say
is public. To be sure, those folks will likely send you “feedback” this way whether
you ask for it or not. In the event that you want to publicize these channels as
encouraged feedback methods though…bear in mind that it’s all out in the open.
If you’re more comfortable with private communications, email, call-ins or site
contact forms might be better for you. This is simply asking for feedback on
these channels, though. How about taking it a little further?
As noted previously, some bloggers and podcasters are completely moving
the conversation over to Facebook. Leo Laporte’s TWiT.tv, in particular, has
taken this step. Rather than integrate Facebook comments on the TWiT.tv site,
everything has been moved off onto their Facebook page. The result is one that
might appeal to people who want to leverage the power of Facebook and do
away with the hassle of maintaining a comment system.
Each new episode that is posted to TWiT.tv is posted as a story on the TWiT
Facebook page. Facebook users (all eleventy bazillion of them) can then Like the
stories, comment on them, and share them with other users. It’s an interesting
strategy—one that many online marketers might take issue with since the
conversations provide no search engine value for the home site. Still, it’s hard
to argue with the reach of Facebook, and moving the conversation out of site
comments (or even out of a forum) over to Facebook might appeal to you.
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Chapter Seven: In Conclusion
Final thoughts from the author…
Well?! What do you think, are you ready to get out there and start a podcast or
make an existing show better?
I had a great time writing this book, and I hope you had a great time reading
it—or, at the very least, an educational time reading it. My only regret is that our
time here has to come to an end with so much left unsaid. Oh, you surely got
everything you need here to become a podcaster, there’s no doubt about that.
But podcasting goes so much further than what I could put into the limited page
count of a single book. Promotion, automation, advanced recording techniques
and equipment…video, live streaming…it truly is an exciting medium to work in.
NMX (the Artist Formerly Known as BlogWorld—I still love that joke) and I invite
you to join us on Facebook to discuss the book. We’d love for you to come by
with any questions or comments you’d like to ask or share. If this book helped
you in any way, we’d love to hear about that too—drop by and tell us about your
podcast(s)!
I’d like to personally thank a few people for their involvement in this book: Amber
Avines and Rick Calvert at NMX for their tremendous support; and Max, Lisa, Cliff,
Shawn, Randy, Ray, Daniel, Aalgar and Matt for their contributions earlier in the
book. I’d also like to thank my wife for putting up with me over the past several
weeks that I’ve been writing this thing (and if she thinks this was rough, I’m doing
National Novel Writing Month, too! Ha!).
Thanks for reading and happy podcasting!
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About the Author
Daniel M. Clark is a podcast production consultant and the founder of QAQN, a
collection of informative and entertaining podcasts. A resident of the internet
since 1992, he either is or has been: a t-shirt designer, an art reviewer, a system
administrator, a video game designer and programmer, a blogger, an affiliate
marketer, a podcaster, a writer, a space cowboy, and a gangster of love. He has,
in fact, gotten his lovin’ on the run. Mostly what Daniel is right now is a work-athome dad, raising two kids, ages 7 and 3 with his wife, Angela.

Fun Facts!
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Favorite color: black. (“It is too a color!”)
Height: 6’0”
Weight: a gentleman never tells
Political philosophy: probably best left out of this
Loves long walks on the beach
Likes piña coladas
and getting caught in the rain
Can probably school you in Unreal Tournament
Once saved a small South American village from raiders using only a hoe,
a jar of water, a Celine Dion CD and a Guatemalan postage stamp
Is on Twitter
and Facebook
and Google+
Actually hates the beach. And piña coladas, for that matter.
And he totally thinks lists like this are funny…the poor, delusional fool
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About New Media Expo
New Media Expo is the first and
only industry‐wide tradeshow,
conference and media event
dedicated to promoting the
dynamic industry of new
media. Thousands of attendees
representing 50 countries learn about Content Creation, Distribution,
Monetization, and Social Media Marketing strategies, including step‐by‐step
techniques and leading‐edge tools from the most successful and influential
Bloggers, Podcasters, Web TV content creators, Social Influencers, New Media
Pros, and Online Journalists. In the New Media Expo, attendees converge on the
only comprehensive new media tradeshow to network, find solutions and make
important new media strategy, service, and product purchase decisions.
BusinessNext, presented exclusively at New Media Expo, is the world’s premier
social media business conference for business owners, marketing executives, and
online entrepreneurs. Attendees will learn how to effectively use social media
to reach new customers, build communities around their brands, and grow their
businesses online with best strategies and social media practices.
For upcoming event info and announcements, subscribe to e‐news at
www.nmxlive.com and get the latest new media industry news at
www.blogworld.com.
Follow New Media Expo on Twitter at www.twitter.com/newmediexpo and on
Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/newmediaexpo.
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